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ABSTRACT

MULTI-WAVELENGTH PYROMETRIC SYSTEMS FOR EMISSIVITY-
INDEPENDENT NON-CONTACT TEMPERATURE SENSING

b y
Michael B. Kap linsky

A Multi-Wavelength Imaging Pyrometer (M-WIP) for real-time remote sensing of

temperature profiles of targets with unknown emissivity was developed and demonstrated.

To measure the spectral radiance of a target at several distinct wavelengths an M-WIP

system was implemented based on an 320x122-element PtSi IR-CCD imager with an

assembly of 7 narrow-band IR filters in the range from 1790nm to 4536nm. A real-time

algorithm for simultaneous estimation of the temperature and model parameters of the target

emissivity from the least-squares fit of the theoretical model of IR camera output signal to

the experimental spectral measurements was developed and implemented. This real-time

least-squares minimization was accomplished by combination of Levenberg-Marquardt and

simulated annealing algorithms. The least-squares-based calibration algorithm was

developed for evaluation of effective values of peak transmissions and center wavelengths

of M-WIP channels based on the detection of radiation from pre-calibrated blackbody

source. To achieve high radiometric accuracy, compensation for the dark current charge as

function of the detected signal level was implemented. The effect of the response non-

linearity of IR imager was minimized by developing an algorithm for imager operation at

fixed pre-selected signal level for each M-WIP spectral channel based on adaptive control

of the duration of the optical integration time of the imager. Initial testing demonstrated an

accuracy of ±1.0°C for real-time temperature measurements of the center of the blackbody

aperture in the range from 500°C to 1000°C. Temperature resolution of ±3°C was

demonstrated for the blackbody source viewed through a double side polished silicon wafer

with unknown spectral transmissivity in the temperature range from 500°C to 900°C.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The research presented in this dissertation was performed at Electronic Imaging Center of

New Jersey Institute of Technology under the general direction of the late Dr. Walter F .

Kosonocky, Distinguished Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering and NJIT

Foundation Chair for Optoelectronics and Solid-State Circuits. Dr. Walter F. Kosonocky

was my dissertation advisor from January 1994 until his sudden death on November 02,

1997. Subsequently, Dr. Edwin Hou of NJIT ECE Department assumed the responsibility

of chairing my dissertation committee.

The author would like to acknowledge the support for this work provided by DARPA

and NASA under the following contracts:

• DARPA Contract F33615-92-C-5817 Multi-Wavelength Imaging Pyrometry for

Semiconductor Process Monitoring and Control;

• DARPA TRP Agreement MDA972-95-3-0022 for Uncooled Low-cost Technology

Reinvestment Alliance (ULTRA);

• DARPA Contract DAAH01-93-C-R272 Compact NIR Spectral Radiometer for CVD

Non-Contact Temperature Measurements;

• NASA Contract NAS 1-18226 Radiometric Infrared Focal Plane Array Imaging System

for Thermographic Applications.

The major objective of this work was to study the advantages and limitation of multi-

wavelength imaging pyrometry for non-contact temperature sensing and to develop the

methodology for performance prediction of Multi-Wavelength Imaging Pyrometers (M-

WIPs) based on a variety of IR sensors. The second major objective of this work was to

develop and demonstrate an experimental 7-filter line-sensing Multi-Wavelength Imaging

1
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Pyrometer based on 3203044 Sarnoff IR-CCD imager with PtSi Schottky-barrier detectors.

The non-contact radiometric temperature measurements are based on the detection and

analysis of thermal radiation emitted by an object. The underlying idea of all radiometric

techniques is based on the concept of the blackbody radiator which is defined as an ideal

surface that emits more thermal radiation than any other surface at the same temperature.

The emission of real objects can be described by the surface emissivity, e, which is defined

as the ratio of radiation emitted by the real surface to that emitted by the blackbody at the

same temperature.

In general, to infer the temperature of the target from the measurement of emitted

radiation, the value of the surface emissivity should be known. Therefore, in the situations

where the emissivity of the target is changing rapidly, or the conditions of the process

preclude the independent measurements of target emissivity, conventional radiometric

methods will not yield the true temperature.

The extensive study of the radiometric literature and patents shows that there exists a

wide variety of methods designed to circumvent the problem of unknown emissivity. Some

of these methods (e.g. ratio radiometry) provide satisfactory results if certain, usually

rather restrictive, assumptions about the spectral emissivity of the target are met. Other

methods (referred to as multi-wavelength radiometry) require more extensive

measurements but provide acceptable results without placing substantial restrictions on the

shape of the spectral emissivity curve.

The well developed technique of two wavelength ratio radiometry yields accurate

temperature measurements of surfaces with unknown emissivity, provided that the

emissivity values within two spectral bands used in the measurements are equal. When this

condition is satisfied, the ratio of spectral radiances measured at two distinct wavelengths

depends only on target temperature and does not contain emissivity term.

A patent search revealed that there is a number of patents related to ratio pyrometers
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for non-contact temperature sensing [1,2,3,4,5]. Some of the available ratio pyrometers

employ individual photodetectors and provide for single point temperature measurements,

others employ two-dimensional imaging arrays and provide for measurement of the

temperature distribution on the target surface.

Among single point ratio pyrometers, an "Active Optical Pyrometer" described by

Glenn may be mentioned [6]. This system represents a sophisticated ratio pyrometer

employing two laser sources illuminating the target at two distinct wavelengths. The

temperature and emissivity of the target are estimated based on the detection of the emitted

and reflected radiation. This technique, though circumventing many shortcomings of the

conventional ratio pyrometry, is invasive and is not capable of temperature measurements

of distant targets.

Among imager-based ratio pyrometers, a system described by Tatsuwaki should be

noted [7]. This system represents an imaging pyrometer capable of accurate sensing of

temperature distribution on gray surfaces (constant emissivity). However, in the absence of

the detailed knowledge of the spectral emissivity of the target, the system described by

Tatsuwaki does not appear capable of accurate temperature measurements for targets with

spectrally dependent surface emissivity.

As was already mentioned, ratio pyrometers rely on unrealistic assumptions about the

spectral emissivity of the targets and, in general, do not yield accurate temperature

measurements for non-gray (color) targets. In contrast, least-squares based multi-

wavelength pyrometers determine target temperature and emissivity simultaneously from

the multiple (> 3) spectral measurements [8,9]. One of such systems, "Emissivity

Independent Multiwavelength Pyrometer" described by Khan et al. provided the foundation

for the research presented in this dissertation. The least-squares based multiwavelength

pyrometer system presented by Khan provides for single-point temperature measurements

on targets with unknown wavelength-dependent emissivity [8]. In his patent Khan
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developed the basic theory behind the least-squares based multiwavelength pyrometry.

However, the system described by Khan lacks the imaging capability needed to determine

the spatial temperature distribution on the target surface. Furthermore, the above patent

does not provide algorithms for calibration and non-linearity compensation required for

accurate real-time temperature sensing. The research presented in this dissertation extends

the theory presented by Khan by developing the experimental Multi-Wavelength Imaging

Pyrometer (M-WIP) and associated algorithms for real-time M-WIP minimization,

calibration and non-linearity independent operation.

This work presents the development of Multi-Wavelength Imaging Pyrometer

(M-WIP) for remote sensing of temperature profiles of hot surfaces with unknown

wavelength-dependent emissivity. In the case of remote temperature sensing by M-WIP,

the spectral radiance of the target is measured at several distinct wavelengths by an IR

camera (or several individual IR detectors) with an assembly of narrow-band filters

positioned in front of its focal plane array (FPA). Based on these measurements the

temperature and model parameters of the target emissivity are determined simultaneously

from the least-squares fit of the theoretical model of IR. camera output signal to the

experimental data. This least-squares minimization is accomplished in real-time by

combination of Levenberg-Marquardt and simulated annealing algorithms.

An experimental part of this work is based on a 7-filter line-sensing M-WIP using a

320x 122-element non-interlaced PtSi IR-CCD radiometric camera capable of operation with

optical integration times ranging from 0.12ms to 12 s, thus providing wide dynamic range.

The experimental M-WIP system also includes a least-squares-based calibration

algorithm for evaluation of effective values of peak filter transmissions and center

wavelengths based on the detection of radiation emitted by the pre-calibrated blackbody

source over a wide range of temperatures. In the case of the PtSi IR-CCD imager, both the

dark current and the spectral responsivity of the Schottky-barrier detectors (SBDs) depend
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on the SBD bias voltage and decrease with increasing level of integrated charge signal. To

achieve high radiometric accuracy, we have found it necessary to operate the IR-CCD

camera with black level and background subtraction, and compensation for dark current

charge as function of the detected signal level.

Our initial approach to compensation for saturation non-linearity of the imager

response was relying on its off-line characterization. However, the saturation non-linearity

compensation based on the pre-stored correction coefficients did not completely linearize

the signal due to on-line gain and offset fluctuations. To minimize the effect of the response

non-linearity on the accuracy of real-time M-WIP temperature estimation, we have

developed new M-WIP algorithm which provides for imager operation at fixed pre-selected

signal level for each spectral channel. This algorithm exploits the ability of the imager to

change on-line the duration of the optical integration time. Using this capability, we are able

to find the values of the integration time yielding the same pre-selected signal level for all

target temperatures. The resulting values of integration time, rather than detected signals,

are then used for M-WIP temperature estimation, providing for virtually non-linearity

independent operation.

After implementing the above non-linearity independent M-WIP algorithm and signal

corrections, we have demonstrated an accuracy of ±1.0°C for real-time temperature

measurements of the center zone of the blackbody aperture in the range from 650°C to

900°C.

The study of the accuracy of M-WIP temperature measurements for targets with

spectrally varying emissivity was conducted using a double side polished silicon wafer

placed in the optical path of the M-WIP system. Temperature resolution of ±3°C was

demonstrated with the experimental M-WIP system for blackbody source viewed through

the double polished silicon wafer with unknown spectral transmissivity in the temperature

range from 500°C to 950°C.
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Chapter 2 of this work provides brief overview of the basic concepts of the radiation

thermometry. Black body radiation, surface emissivity and principles of the detection of

thermal radiation are introduced. The chapter concludes with the analysis of conventional

thermometric techniques and their limitations.

Chapter 3 explains the principle of the least-squares-based multi-wavelength

pyrometry. The alternative designs of the filter optics for M-WIPs are then considered,

including filter optics for area-sensing, line-sensing and point-sensing systems. The

radiometric model of M-WIP based on Reference Wavelength Method is also presented in

this chapter.

Chapter 4 develops the theoretical approach to performance prediction of multi-

wavelength pyrometers. Using this method the perfounance of a number of M-WIPs was

investigated, including M-WIP systems based on IR FPAs with PtSi Schottky-barrier

detectors (SBDs), InGaAs line sensor arrays, and microbolometer Uncooled Focal Plane

Arrays (UFPAs).

Chapter 5 presents an experimental 7-filter line-sensing M-WIP based on a 320x 122-

element non-interlaced PtSi IR-CCD radiometric camera capable of operation with optical

integration times ranging from 0.12ms to 12 s. Following general overview, the

description of the individual system components is given. The description of M-WIP optics

and the line-sensing filter assembly consisting of 7 narrow-band striped interference filters

in the range from 1790nm to 4536nm is followed by the discussion of the IR-CCD imager

and the signal processing system.

Chapter 6 presents the procedure developed for the calibration of the experimental

NJIT M-WIP system. This chapter starts from the discussion of the algorithms developed

for compensation for the inherent non-linearities of the response of the IR-CCD imager

with PtSi SBDs. The dark current compensation presented in Section 6.1 is followed by

the description of the linearization of the imager response at high signal levels. The novel
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approach for non-linearity independent M-WIP temperature sensing based on the operation

of the imager at fixed pre-selected signal levels is presented in Section 6.3. Section 6.4

presents M-WIP calibration procedure including the algorithm for compensation for the

secondary transmission bands (leakages) of M-WIP filters. The chapter concludes with the

presentation and discussion of experimental results.

Finally, the conclusions outlining the main technical achievements of this work are

presented in Chapter 7.



CHAPTER 2

BASIC CONCEPTS OF RADIATION THERMOMETRY

2.1 Spectral Radiance and Exitance

All matter emits radiant energy as a consequence of its temperature. To obtain a quantitative

description of the emitted radiation the concept of spectral radiance has been introduced.

The spectral radiance, L eiri , is defined as the radiant flux, (D em , emitted at the

wavelength X in a given direction, per unit of the emitting surface normal to this direction,

per unit solid angle about this direction, and per unit wavelength interval dX about X. The

spectral radiance, which has the units of [W/(m 2 sr inn)], may then be expressed as [10]

d3 hemLx ,em N0) = 	 (2.1)
dAn dco dX

If the spectral and directional distributions of the spectral radiance are known, the

radiant power per unit area of the emitting surface may be determined by integration of

Equation (2.1) over finite solid angle and wavelength interval. In particular, the radiant

power per unit area, emitted into the hemispheric space above the surface is defined as the

total self-exitance, M em [W / m 2 ].

It is important to note that, in general, the directional distribution of surface emission

varies according to the conditions of the surface. However, many real surfaces can be

reasonably approximated by so-called lambertian surface. For a lambertian surface (also

known as isotropically diffuse emitter) the radiance of the emitted radiation is independent

of the direction. In this case the following relationship between radiance and exitance holds

Mem = 1C Lem 	 (2.2)

where Lem - is the total radiance of the emitted radiation [ W / m 2 • sr-I ] .

8
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It should be noted that in this work all considerations will be restricted to emitters

which can be closely approximated by lambertian surfaces within reasonably small solid

angles.

2.2 Black Body Radiators

The noncontact radiometric temperature measurements are based on the detection and

analysis of thermal radiation emitted by an object. The underlying idea of all radiometric

techniques is based on the notion of the blackbody radiator. The blackbody is defined as an

ideal surface that (1) absorbs all incident radiation, (2) emits more thermal radiation than

any other surface at the same temperature, and (3) emits radiation in isotropically diffuse

manner, i.e. independent of direction. The spectral distribution of the radiation emitted by

the blackbody is given by Planck's distribution law

Lx	
C1 

,b(X,T) - 	 (2.3)
X5 (ex ( 2C --1

P XT

where Lx b (X,, T) is the blackbody spectral radiance [ W/ m 2 • rim], T is the temperature of

the blackbody radiator [K], X is the wavelength [pin], C 1 = 1.1911 x 10 8 is the first

radiation constant [Wiim 4 / m • sr], C2 = 1.4388 x 104 is the second radiation constant

[pm • K].

The spectral radiance of a blackbody is shown in Figure 2.1 for selected

temperatures. The following important characteristics of this distribution can be noted:

(1) The emitted radiation varies continuously with wavelength.

(2) At any wavelength the magnitude of the emitted radiation increases with increasing

temperature.

(3) The spectral region in which the radiation is concentrated depends on temperature, with

comparatively more radiation appearing at shorter wavelengths as the temperature

increases.
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Since the form of Equation (2.3) is inconvenient for analytical manipulations a

number of approximations to Planck's law have been developed. One of the most useful

,•	 te, ev, •
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It can be seen from Figure 2.1 that the blackbody spectral radiance is characterized by

a maximum and that the wavelength associated with this maximum, Amax depends on

blackbody temperature. Differentiating the Planck distribution given by Equation (2.3) with

respect to wavelength and setting the result equal to zero, we obtain:

Amax T = 2897.7 [p.m • K] (2.5)

Equation (2.5) is known as Wien's displacement law. According to this law, the

maximum of spectral radiance is displaced to shorter wavelengths with increasing

temperature of the radiant surface. Thus, for a blackbody at 1000 K peak emission occurs

at 2.9 pm, and for 300 K peak corresponds to 9.7 Jim.

It can be shown that the value of the blackbody spectral radiance at its maximum is

proportional to the fifth power of the blackbody temperature. Performing the substitution of

Pniiatinn 	 c) into 	 '11 nnfl millt;r1lxririry tl,p •nriottmto T17CL rd-vg-nirt
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2. 3 Emissivity of Real Surfaces

Using Equations (2.3) and (2.4), one can infer the blackbody temperature either from

single wavelength (narrow band) or wideband measurements of the emitted thermal

radiation. The major obstacle in utilizing single wavelength or broadband radiation

detection for remote temperature measurement of real surfaces is the fact that emission of

real objects is always less than that of a blackbody radiator and is characterized, in general,

by wavelength-dependent spectral emissivity as:

Figure 2.2 Comparison of blackbody and real body emission: (a) spectral distribution

and (b) directional distribution of radiance [10]

The spectral-directional emissivity E(X, 0, T) of a surface at temperature T is defined

(assuming azimuthal isotropy for clarity) as the ratio of radiance of the radiation emitted at

wavelength X and in the direction 0 to the radiance of the radiation emitted by a blackbody



where Mb CO is the total exitance of the blackbody radiator [W/m2] and M em (T) is the

total self-exitance of the radiant surface given by Equation (2.2).
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2.4 Radiometric Model of the IR Sensor

The actual radiometric temperature measurements require the availability of an adequate

radiometric model of the IR sensor. For the purpose of the development of radiometric

models of the IR sensors utilized in this work, the radiant flux originating from the remote

radiant surface and entering the IR detectors can be approximated by integrating Equation

(2.1) over the area of the emitting surface within the field of view of the detector, solid

angle subtended by the detector aperture, and the total bandwidth of the radiometer, as:

(I)(T) 	 f Lx (X,,T)dA t , n do t d21/4, 	 (2.13)

cot At,n 0

where

- is the area of the projection of the emitting surface in the field of view to the plane

perpendicular to the optical axes;

co t - is the solid angle subtended by the radiation beam leaving the surface of the radiant

target and reaching the radiation detector;

Figure 13 Imaging radiation thermometer with lens



Substituting Equation (2.16) into Equation (2.15) and taking into consideration the

transmission curve T(X) of the filter positioned between the radiant target and detector (if

applicable), we obtain the following expression for the signal detected by the imager

viewing the radiant target

S(T) = _Ad ,„ • cod • TOO • ROO Lx (X„T) d	 (2.17)
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The signal given by Equation (2.17) represents the output current of the radiation

detector. For the purpose of this work, however, it is more convenient to represent the

detected signal in terms of the electrical charge accumulated in the detector (pixel) during

the optical integration time. The representation of the output signal of an imager in terms of

electrons per pixel makes it easier to define radiation (shot) noise and to compare the signal

under consideration with the maximum charge handling capacity of the detector. Therefore,

in this work we will use the following expression for the signal detected by the imager:

(2.18)S(T) = Ad , „ • COd • —Li' t(X) • R(X) • Lk(X,T) d2
Qe1 0

where ti is the optical integration time [s], Qei 1.6 x 10-19 is the charge of the electron [q].

Finally, we note that the spectral radiance L x of the radiation incident on the detector

can be expressed by the product of the spectral emissivity of the emitting surface times the

spectral radiance of the blackbody, in accordance with the Equation (2.8). Substitution of

Equation (2.8) into Equation (2.18) leads us to the most general expression for the output

signal of the radiation detector viewing the radiant target [12,13]:

S(T) = Ad • cod • ti 	E( X, T) .T(X.)-R(X) • Idx,b 	T) d2k,
Qel

(2.19)

2.5 Accuracy and Limitations of Conventional Radiometric Methods

The radiometric model of rft sensor given by Equation (2.19) allows, in principle, to

determine the temperature of radiative target based on the detection of its thermal radiation.

However, in order to infer the temperature of the target from the wide band measurement of

emitted radiation, the value of the total emissivity e(T) should be known. Similarly, the
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technique based on the measurement of the radiation through a narrow filter (single

wavelength radiometry) requires the knowledge of target spectral emissivity, e(X,T), within

the passband of the filter. Therefore, in the situations where the emissivity of the target is

changing rapidly, or the conditions of the process preclude the independent measurements

of target emissivity, the above radiometric methods will not yield the true temperature of

the radiant target.

2. 5. 1 Wide-Band Temperature Measurements

It can be shown from statistical considerations [14,15] that the process of photon emission

from a radiant surface, i.e. the number of photons emitted per unit time per unit area of

emitter surface, can be described by the Poisson distribution. The same is equally true for

the process of photon detection by a photodetector.

One of the fundamental properties of Poisson distribution is the fact that its standard

deviation is equal to the square root of its mean. Applying this property to the process of

photon detection by the radiation detector we conclude that rms radiation (shot) noise in the

detected signal is equal to the square root of the signal itself.

Another source of noise in the output signal of the imager is the rms readout noise,

Nreadout, related to the mechanism of sensing the accumulated charge in the detector by the

capacitor. Since the readout noise is independent of the radiation shot noise, the total noise

in the imager output can be expressed as

If the emissivity of the target is known, Equation (2.19) can be solved numerically

for target temperature, T, as a function of measured imager output signal S (T). The

accuracy of the temperature measurement in this case will be limited by the noise in the



dS(T) 	t.
,) 	ROO

dT 
= Ad 'n 

4 • (MO - Qel 0

00

/ 4:1L A, b (A,,T)

,	 dT	 ,
O.,	 (2.23)

dLx,b (X, T)

dT	 ( rc2 )
ko T2 CST)

(C2 )

c 1 .c2 .eLT)
(2.24)
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output signal, ASnoise, and is referred to as noise equivalent temperature difference, NEAT.

Using Equation (2.20) we can express NEAT as

S(T + NEAT) — S(T) =11N 2readout S(X') T)	 (2.21)

Considering the first order terms in a Taylor's series expansion of S(T) and using

Equation (2.21) we can express NEAT as

1-,,T2	 S(X,,T)IN readout 
NEAT(T) =	 ds(X, T)

dT

(2.22)

In order to obtain the partial derivative of the signal with respect to temperature, we

note that the only temperature dependent term in Equation (2.19) is the blackbody spectral

radiance, Lx b , therefore

where f/# is the f-number of the optics.

The derivative of Planck's equation with respect to temperature is

From Equations (2.22)-(2.24) the NEAT can be numerically evaluated for any given

value of the optical integration time ti, and radiant target temperature T.
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Figure 2.4 Calculated NEAT of 640x480 IR MOS Sarnoff imager with f/1.4 optics

The values computed from Equation (2.22) along with the experimentally obtained

measurements of NEAT for 640x480 IR MOS imager manufactured at David Sarnoff

Research Center [16] for different optical integration times and target temperatures are

shown in Figure 2.4. Each curve in this figure is shown only up to the point where the

signal level reaches the maximum charge handling capacity of the imager ( Q ii. =1.5 x 106

electrons per pixel).

2. 5.2 Single Wavelength Radiometry

The wideband radiometric temperature measurements described in the previous section

have the advantage of achieving high signal-to-noise ratio even for relatively low
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temperatures of radiant target. However, at the elevated target temperatures the signal level

has to be limited by decreasing the optical integration time in order to keep the signal below

the maximum charge handling capacity of the detector. Inspection of Figure 2.4 shows that

even for the moderate target temperature of 300 °C the integration time of the IR imager

should be less than 0.5 ms.

In addition to the control of the optical integration time, the signal level can also be

limited by the use of the narrow passband filter positioned between the target and the

detector. This approach (referred to as monochromatic or single wavelength radiometry) is

especially attractive because it does not require the knowledge of total emissivity. Instead,

the spectral emissivity within the passband of the filter or even just at its center wavelength

is being used.

The values of NEAT for 320x122 Sarnoff IR CCD camera, described in Chapter 4,

operating with optical integration time of 33 ms, f/2 optics, and 20-nm-wide Gaussian filter

having 60% peak transmission are shown in Figure 2.5 [12]. It should be noted, however,

that these calculations were performed with the assumption of unlimited charge handling

capacity. Therefore, the values of NEAT shown in Figure 2.5 are not realizable in practice

for elevated temperatures of the radiant target.

2.5.3 Two Wavelengths Ratio Radiometry

The analysis given in the preceding Section shows that some knowledge about the

emissivity of the radiant target is essential to the temperature measurement techniques based

on either wide band or single wavelength radiometry. Nevertheless, there exist a number of

techniques designed to circumvent the problem of unknown emissivity of the radiant target.

We will now briefly consider one of such methods, known as the method of ratio

radiometry.



Figure 2.5 Calculated and measured signal of 320x122 Sarnoff IR-CCD imager

operating with optical integration time of 33 ms, f/2 optics and 20-nm Gaussian filter with

60% peak of transmission

The two wavelength ratio radiometry (later referred to as ratio radiometry) involves

measuring the spectral radiance of the target at two different wavelengths (see Figure 2.6)

and inferring the temperature from the ratio of these two measurements. Although

measuring two signals, rather than one, introduces the additional uncertainty due to the

noise present in both measurements, the method of ratio radiometry can successfully
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circumvent the problem of unknown emissivity for radiators with constant spectral

emissivity (graybodies).

1.2e+8 	

1 .5 	 2.0	 2.5 	 3.0 	 3.5 	 4.0 	 4.5 	 5.0

WAVELENGTH [pun]

Figure 2.6 Illustration of the basic principle of ratio radiometry: temperature is inferred

from the ratio of signals measured at two wavelengths

Using Planck's law we can express the ratio of the signals detected at two distinct

wavelengths X1and ?2 as

where S 1 (T) and S2(T) are the signals measured at k i and X2 , respectively, and K(? 1 ,T)

and K(X,2,T) are the correction coefficients depending primarily on the shape of the utilized

narrow-band filters as explained in Chapter 3.
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By solving Equation (2.25) for temperature, we obtain
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Although Equation (2.26) has the temperature-dependent term K(X I ,T)/K(A,2 ,T) in its

right-hand side, it can be solved iteratively, because the dependence of this term on

temperature is very weak. It should also be noted that in the case of a graybody radiator

with E(X 1 )=E(X2) Equation (2.26) does not include the value of the target emissivity.

Therefore, the method of ratio radiometry can be used to determine the temperature of a

graybody radiator with unknown emissivity. Furthermore, the target need not to be totally

gray; it is sufficient for the target to have just two spectral regions where the spectral

emissivities are equal. Moreover, even if the target is occluded by spectrally non-selective

transparent media the results given by the method of ratio radiometry will still be correct.

It has already been mentioned that ratio radiometry yields the correct temperature for

the case of graybody radiators. However, if the spectral emissivities of the target E(X i ) and

E(X2) are not exactly equal, then the measured temperature will differ from the true

temperature of the target. The magnitude of this error can be estimated from Equation

(2.26) and is given by [12,13]

Xl X2 T2 .14  E (X1 ) 

E(X2))ATEi#82 = 	
(e(k )\

X2 • T - ln 	 1 + C2(Xi — X2)
j(2c2/1 )

(2.27)

However, assuming true graybody radiator, the accuracy of ratio radiometry is

determined by the noise level of the detected signals.

To estimate the effect of radiation shot noise on the accuracy of the ratio radiometry
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we note that the noise levels of both signals S(A, i ) and S(X2) have to be taken into account.

Since the signal measurements at two wavelengths are independent of each other we can

express the accuracy of the temperature measurement as

1.5 	 2.5 	 3.5 	 4.5 	 5.5

WAVELENGTH [gm]

Figure 2.7 Calculated accuracy of ratio pyrometry for 320x244 IR CCD camera

operating with optical integration time of 33 ms, f/2 optics, and 20 nm Gaussian filters
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The values of AT x1 ,2L2 corresponding to the positioning of one of the filters at 3.51.tm

and the second filter at various wavelength are shown in Figure 2.7. These computations

were performed for 320x 122 IR CCD camera operating with optical integration time of 33

ms, f/2 optics, and 20-nm-wide Gaussian filters.

The analysis of Equations (2.27) and (2.28) shows that the effects of shot noise and

emissivity variations on the accuracy of temperature measurement are minimized by proper

selections of the filters. In particular, the increase in the separation of the filter wavelengths

leads to improvement of AT. On the other hand, it can be seen from Equations (2.27) and

(2.28) that for a given wavelength separation, smaller values of the product X i A,2

correspond to better accuracy.

2. 5. 4 Multi-Wavelength Radiometry

The extensive study of the radiometric literature shows that there exists a wide variety of

methods designed to circumvent the problem of unknown emissivity. Some of these

methods (e.g. ratio radiometry) provide satisfactory results if certain, usually rather

restrictive, assumptions about the spectral emissivity of the target are met. Other methods

(referred to as multi-wavelength radiometry) require more extensive measurements but

provide acceptable results without placing substantial restrictions on the shape of the

spectral emissivity curve.

It would appear that most of the multi-wavelength radiometric techniques can be

divided into two general classes [17]. The methods in the first class can be described as

"interpolation based techniques", where the spectral radiance of the target is being

measured at n+1 distinct wavelengths and these measurements are being used in order to

determine the unknown temperature of the radiant target and n parameters of the particular

emissivity model. The methods in the second class are referred to as "least-square-based

techniques", where the radiant measurements are made at m wavelengths, such that m>n,

where n is the number of unknowns in the model. The redundancy in the data obtained here
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is used to smooth out the effects of noise in the data and allow more accurate estimation of

the spectral emissivity.

The "interpolation based techniques" can be further separated into two distinct

approaches. Some of these methods lead to evaluation of both temperature and emissivity

[18, 19], while others provide the target temperature by elimination of the emissivity

parameters [20]. The latter methods are referred to as ratio radiometry. It should be noted

that the theoretical errors associated with the interpolation methods which provide both

temperature and emissivity have been analyzed by Coates [18]. The analysis given in [18]

shows that when the number of unknowns n > 3 the accuracy of these methods is

unacceptable.



CHAPTER 3

MULTI-WAVELENGTH IMAGING PYROMETRY (M-WIP)

3.1 Basic Concepts of Least-Squares-Based M-WIP

The technique of ratio radiometry described in the previous Chapter belongs to the class of

radiometric methods which are designed to circumvent the problem of the unknown

emissivity by eliminating the emissivity term from the ratios of the measured signals

[12,13,20]. These techniques have not, in general, provided adequately accurate

temperature estimates for broad industrial usage [19]. The often large inaccuracies of ratio

techniques have been attributed to the fact that they require the unrealistic assumption of

constant spectral emissivity of the target. The multi-wavelength least-squares-based

technique presented here is more robust since it is based on a realistic assumption of a

wavelength-dependent emissivity function.

Figure 3.1 Illustration of the least-squares fit performed by M-WIP for simulated signal

27
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In the case of temperature measurements by Multi-Wavelength Imaging Pyrometer

(M-WIP) the spectral radiance of the target is measured at N distinct wavelengths, as

illustrated in Figure 3.1. Based on these measurements the temperature and emissivity of

the target are determined simultaneously from the least-squares fit of the signal given by the

radiometric model of the IR camera to the experimental data. It should be noted that in order

to obtain meaningful results, the number of wavelengths, N, should exceed the number of

unknown parameters of the theoretical model [21]. In its most general form, the least-

squares minimization problem of M-WIP can be expressed as:

2— (T, E, X,)1 	 T, E(k)
(3.1)

where:

Si - detected signal at X (electrons/ pixel),

S(T, E,	 — theoretical signal at X (electrons/ pixel),

T - unknown temperature of the target (K),

E = E(X,) — emissivity model,

= 	 = iJS g 	rms signal noise (rms electrons/pixel)

It can be shown that the accuracy of the least squares based M-WIP temperature

measurement strongly depends on the selected emissivity model [12]. In order to correctly

determine the temperature of the target with unknown emissivity, it is necessary to provide

a sufficiently complex and flexible emissivity model that is capable of accurately

approximating the target spectral emissivity. On the other hand, a too complex,

overdetermined model, will lead to a decrease in the resulting temperature accuracy of the

measurement due to the redundant degrees of freedom which it introduces in the fitting

algorithm. Analysis of the published data on the spectral emissivity of various materials
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[22,23] shows that in most cases the spectral emissivity can be adequately represented by a

polynomial function of wavelength:

e(X) = ao + a l •X+ a2•X2+... (3.2)

where ao , a l , a2 ... are the parameters of the emissivity model.

However, our theoretical and experimental studies [24] of the spectral emissivity of

silicon using Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) Spectroscopy indicate that the emissivity

is most accurately approximated by polynomial functions of wavenumber as:

a; "c(x) a_ + xa + a, ±...
U 

(3.3)

3.2 Real-Time M-WIP Algorithm

It might be noted that in the case of M-WIP, Equation (3.1) calls for minimization of the

weighted sum of squares of differences between the theoretical and experimental values of

the detected signal, where the points with higher values of the rms shot noise are given less

weight. This minimization is performed in real time using the combination of Levenberg-

Marquardt and a simulated annealing algorithm as follows:

• Starting from the initial "guess" of the target temperature and emissivity, the minimization

algorithm descends into the proximity of the minima using Levenberg-Marquardt method

[21]. This method, being somewhat similar to the method of steepest descent, utilizes the

derivatives of the minimized function and often yields quick descent during its first few

steps. However, Levenberg-Marquardt method finds, in general, local rather that global

minima.

• After the first few steps the minimization is handled by the method of simulated

annealing. The basic idea of this method originates from the fact, that slowly cooled
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liquids are able to arrange its molecules, through random Brownian motion, as to

produce near-perfect crystals corresponding to low-energy state of the system. Drawing

on this analogy, simulated annealing algorithm generates random perturbations of the

system state, accepting new states with probability given by the Boltzmann probability

distribution. As the algorithm parameter, known as annealing temperature, is

progressively lowered, the probability of accepting new states with higher energy is

decreased. It can be shown that, given sufficient number of steps, the method of

simulated annealing converges to global, rather than local minima [25] .

3. 2. 1 Levenberg-Marquardt Method

As mentioned above, the Levenberg-Marquardt method employed at the beginning of M-

WIP minimization procedure represents the combination of so-called steepest descent and

inverse-Hessian methods. This iterative method attempts to find the minimum of the

surface given by Equation (3.1) by repeatedly solving the following set of linear equations:

M

Eau .8ai =Pk 	 (3.4)
1=1

where:

a 1 — is the 1 th parameter of the minimization,
M — is the number of minimization parameters,

1 axe
Pk = 2 ask

a.
J
. =a..(1+2),J 	 JJ

ask =a.k, for j# k,
J 	 J

1 a2x2
OCki =

2 aakaa l

X — is the non — dim ensional step factor.
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The main premise of Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm is that for large values of the

step parameter X, the matrix a becomes predominantly diagonal, effectively making the

method to be identical to the method of steepest descent with the iterative step given by:

8a 1 = cons tan t x R1 	(3.5)

On the other hand, for small values of the step parameter X, the matrix a becomes

equal to one-half of the Hessian matrix, forcing the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm to

jump to the minimum of the parabolic approximation of x 2 , defined by:

x2 (a).-----y — d-a+a•a•a

with minimum, amin, at:

Amin acurrent + 2 • a [—Vx 2 a( current)]

where d is an M-vector and y is a constant.

The following iterative procedure represents one possible implementation of the

above algorithm [21]:

1. Compute x2(a) and pick modest value of X, say X=0.001.

2. Solve Equation (3.4) for 8a and evaluate x2(a+8a).

3. If x2(a-}-8a) X2 (a), increase X by a factor of 10 and return to step 2.

4. If x2(a-F8a) < x2(a), decrease X by a factor of 10, update trial solution a 	 a+8a

and return to step 2.

5. Stop whenever x2 decreases by a negligible amount.

(3.6)

(3.7)
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3. 2. 2 Method of Simulated Annealing

As was mentioned above the method of simulated annealing, employed at the later stages of

M-WIP algorithm, represents the technique for global minimization of non-linear functions

of multiple variables. Typical annealing algorithm consists of the formula for the calculation

of the system energy, random number generator for imitation of the Brownian motion of

the system parameters, annealing schedule prescribing the algorithm for gradual reduction

of the annealing temperature, and the stopping condition [21,25].

For the purpose of M-WIP temperature estimation the simulated annealing algorithm

is implemented as follows:

1. The energy state of the system at the k-th step, E(ak), is computed as the weighted

sum of squares of differences between modeled and measured signals from:

2E(ak ) = x2 =	 (ak)1}	 (3.8)
i=1.

where vector ak represents M M-WIP parameters (temperature and parameters of

emissivity model) at the k-th step of the algorithm.

2. The algorithm parameter Ta, known as the annealing temperature, is set to a value

proportional to E(a0).

3. Next, the random fluctuation of parameters, 5a (with magnitude proportional to

E(ak)), is presented to the system and E(a k.1)=E(ak+5a) is evaluated.

4. If the energy of the new state E(a k+1) is lower than E(ak), then the new state ak+Sa is

accepted. If, however, E(ak,i) > E(ak), than the new state is accepted with probability

p(E(ak+i)) exprE(ak)—E(ak+01
L 	 Kg Ta

where KB is the Boltzmann constant.

(3.9)
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5. The steps 3 and 4 are repeated for a predetermined (large) number of iterations,

allowing the system to reach "thermal equilibrium" at current annealing temperature,

Ta, i.e. the state in which the probability of the system to have an energy E(Ta) is

given by the Boltzmann distribution.

6. After a specified number of iterations the annealing temperature, Ta, is slowly

lowered in accordance with selected annealing schedule, say Tk. 1-1.01k, where < 1.

7. The steps 3 through 6 are repeated until annealing temperature, Ta, becomes very

small or the system energy is no longer changing.

3.3 General Configuration of M-WIP Systems

Block diagrams of two embodiments of the Multi-Wavelength Imaging Pyrometer (M-

WIP) illustrating this invention are shown in Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3 [26]. The Multi-

Wavelength Imaging Pyrometer for non-contact real-time measurements of temperature and

emissivity profiles of radiant targets with unknown spectral emissivity includes: an

assembly of multiple narrow-band optical filters, an array of photodetectors sensitive to the

transmission bands of the optical filters, optical means for imaging the radiant target

through an assembly of multiple narrow-band optical filters on an array of photodetectors

for producing multi-wavelength images of the radiant target; an array of photodetectors

sensitive to the main transmission bands of the optical filters, and means for processing the

detected multi-wavelength images of the radiant target using a model of the radiant target

for determining the temperature and emissivity profiles on the radiant target. It should be

noted that the difference between two embodiments illustrated in Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3

is that in the case illustrated in Figure 3.2 the filters are in close proximity to the detectors,

while in case illustrated in Figure 3.3 the target radiation is refocused on the photodetectors

by means of the relay lens.
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Figure 3.2 Schematic diagram of Multi-Wavelength Imaging Pyrometer with optical
filters positioned in close proximity of the array of photodetectors

Figure 3.3 Schematic diagram of Multi-Wavelength Imaging Pyrometer with relay optics
used to refocus optical filters onto the array of photodetectors

3.4 M-WIP Filter Optics

One of the most crucial elements of any Multi-Wavelength Imaging Pyrometer is the

selection of IR filters and associated optics. The various filter-optics configurations suitable

for area-sensing, line-sensing and point-sensing M-WIPs are illustrated below.

Figure 3.4 illustrates the Multi-Wavelength Imaging Pyrometer equipped with "line-

sensing" assembly of striped narrow-band IR filters positioned in front of the focal plane

array (FPA) of an image sensor. In this case the spherical lens is employed for focusing of

the image of the radiant target on the narrow optical slit. The image of the target area

defined by the slit is then refocused on the FPA using cylindrical lens.



Figure 3.4 Line-sensing M-WIP configuration with one cylindrical lens

Figure 3.5 illustrates the use of an additional cylindrical lens to magnify the image of

the target area defined by the slit, in the direction perpendicular to the slit opening, and to

project it on the array of striped filters.

Figure 3.5 Line-sensing M-WIP configuration with two cylindrical lenses
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Figure 3-6 illustrates area-sensing M-WIP with rotating filter wheel used to measure

the spectra of the target radiation one wavelength at a time. This configuration utilizes

spherical optics to image the target on the FPA and allows two-dimensional sensing of

temperature and emissivity profiles on the target.

Figure 3-6 Area-sensing M-WIP configuration utilizing rotating filter wheel

Figure 3.7 illustrates M-WIP configuration in which a set of n distinct filters is

associated with each macropixel, where each macropixel is composed of n imager

photodetectors. This configuration utilizes spherical optics to focus the image of the target

on the FPA and facilitates two-dimensional sensing of temperature and emissivity profiles

on the target surface.

Figure 3.8 illustrates M-WIP configuration suitable for measurement of temperature

and emissivity profiles on the targets obscured from direct observation by opaque objects.

In this configuration the fiber bundles with radiation collection optics are used to transmit

the thermal radiation from the target to individual optical filters of filter assembly. In this
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case m fiber-optic bundles containing n optical fibers each are used to image m target points

on mxn photodetectors through n optical filters, where each fiber bundle transmits radiation

from one of m target points to n optical filters. It should be noted that larger number of

detectors than mxn can also be used, with several detectors grouped together to produce a

single output signal.

Mosaic	 Striped
Filter	 Filter

Figure 3.7 Area-sensing M-WIP configuration based on mosaic and striped filter

assemblies

Figure 3.9 illustrates another fiber-optic-based M-WIP configuration where m

individual optical fibers equipped with radiation collecting optics are used to collect thermal

radiation from m target points. A cylindrical optics is then utilized to project the output of m

individual optical fibers across an assembly of n narrow-band striped optical filters in one

direction and to refocus the image of each optical fiber on the m sets (columns) of

photodetectors in another direction.



Figure 3.8 Point-sensing M-WIP utilizing fiber bundles to transmit target radiation

directly to individual optical filters of filter assembly

Radiant Target

Figure 3.9 Point-sensing M-WIP utilizing fiber bundles and cylindrical optics to transmit

target radiation to the filter assembly

Finally, Figure 3.10 and Figure 3.11 illustrate point-sensing M-WIP configuration

where the image of the radiant target may be focused on a point aperture; the image of the

target point defined by the aperture is then projected by the collimating optics on a line array

of n photodetectors through n filters as shown in Figure 3.10 or on a two-dimensional
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array of n photodetectors through a two-dimensional array of n optical filters, where the

filter array is of the same size as the detector array and is in the close proximity to the

detector array, as shown in Figure 3.11. Alternatively, the slit may be positioned on a uni-

directional translation stage for line-scanning or on bi-directional translation stage for area

scanning of target temperature profiles.
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3.5 Radiometric Modes of M-WIP Sensor

Equation (2.19) represents the most general form of the theoretical model of the signal

detected by the IR imager and can, in principle, be utilized for the least-squares-based M-

WIP computations. However, for an M-WIP system with an assembly of N IR filters the

single temperature measurement would require the numerical integration specified by

Equation (2.19) to be performed N times! The computational burden of numerical

integration would virtually preclude multi-point (area) real-time M-WIP temperature

monitoring. Therefore, there is a need to develop radiometric model of multi-wavelength

imaging pyrometer that would yield sufficient accuracy without requiring on-line numerical

integration.

Fortunately, a number of methods designed to provide an approximate analytical

solution of Equation (2.19) have been described in the radiometric literature. Among these

methods the technique developed by Coates [27] provides very high accuracy of the

solution when the fractional bandwidth of the filter, &X/X., is less than 0.1. It should be

noted that this technique, known as reference wavelength method, in addition to high

accuracy and ease of interpretation, provides the means to account for the variation of

spectral emissivity across the passband of the filter. This reference wavelength method is

based on the description of the spectral transmission of a narrow-bandpass filter in terms of

the moments of its spectral transmittance, T(X), about the mean wavelength of the filter, X o .

Following the development by Coates we define the nth moment of the transmittance,

an, by

(X, — X n ) • T(X)dX. = a n • '0,0 ) • (AX)n±1 	(3.10)

where AX - is the bandwidth of the filter at half of its peak transmittance.
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It can be noted that the moments reflect the shape of the filter and are independent of

the peak transmission, 't o , and the filter width AX. Since the reference wavelength, X, is

taken as the mean wavelength of the filter, the first moment, a l , is zero by definition.

The output signal of the IR imager viewing radiant target with temperature T and

spectral emissivity E(X) can now be described to a good first approximation by:

So (T) = Ad,n • co d • ao • ti( ,o ) • AX • R(X 0 ) • E(X0 )• LA,,b (X,0 ,T) 	 (3.11)

where the factor ao has been included to make the product a o t(Xo ),AX equal to the area

under the T(X) curve. We now define the correction factor C(T) as

S(T) 	 T(X) 	 R(X) e(2) Lx, b (X„T)
C(T) =   dX	 (3.12)

So (T) A aocX AX RX( 0)( 0 ) E(X0 ) Lx,b (X0 ,T)

Once the correction factor C(T) has been determined, the signal S(T) can be obtained

from the computed signal S o(T). Each of the factors in the integrand, except that involving

the filter transmission, is now expanded in a Taylor series about reference wavelength X o

and

R(X)  =1+1. 1 • (X	 r2 •(X,
R(X0 )

E(X) 	 =1+ • 	 )2+--
E(X0)

(X, T)
= 1 + L1 • (X, — X 0 ) + L2 .Lx.b (2 ,T) 

(3.13)

(3.14)

(3.15)



1 	 dnR(X) rn = (3.16)

xex.L i (T) = (ex _i) 5 (3.19)

x 2ex 	 [(K
2 /2) -- 6xlex

X2o • L2	 = \ 2 	 / x +15
(ex —1) 	 `e--

where
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= 1 	 dne(X) 
n n!e(X0 )

d n I„),,,b (X
, 
T)1 

Ln 	 n ! Lx,b(x.,T ) 	 do

and

(3.17)

(3.18)

Expressions for Li(T) and L2(T) can be obtained by differentiating the Planck's

distribution function to find

(3.20)

where

x =
C2

Xo T
(3.21)

The computations performed for Gaussian filter with fractional bandwidth

0X/, 0 =0.05 and target temperatures between 100 °C and 1000 °C show that L 3(T) and

L4(T) enter only those terms of C(T) which constitute less than 0.49% of its absolute value

[12]. Therefore, L 3(T) and L4(T) can be sufficiently accurately evaluated by using Wien's

law as
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C(T) = 1 ± E2(T)•A2 • (3.25)
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(3.22)

(3.23)

Equations (3.16) through (3.23) are now substituted into Equations (3.13)-(3.15),

and those expressions are in turn substituted into Equation (3.12). After the substitution is

performed the coefficients of each order of the terms [(X- X0)/ Xo]n are collected.

Designating the sum of the coefficients of the term of degree n as E n (T) we can express

the correction factor as

C (T) = 1 + (T) 	- ko )toodk 	— X0 )2 TOO dX 
+ /2(T) j	 „ A +...

a T(X	 AX0 0 0 o	 0 a0T(X0 )4X
(3.24)

Substituting Equation (3.10) into Equation (3.24) we obtain

where An=an/a0 and A 1 =0 since a 1 =0 by definition.

In most practical cases c(X) and R(X) change relatively slow across the passband of

the filter and can be accurately represented by the first three terms in Equations (3.13) and

(3.14) [27]. Under these conditions the expressions for E n (T) up to 1,4 (T) are found to

be as follows

X1 (T) = X,0 [1, 1 (T) +(r i + e i )]	 (3.26a)

Z2 (T) = X20 • [L2 (T)+ (r1 + el ). Li (T)+ (r2 + r 1cl + c2 )}	 (3.26b)



C(T) 1+ Z2 (T) A (127)

Moments up to A4 have been computed by numerical integration for several

transmission curves of interest and are given in Figure 3.12. It may be noted that in the

case of symmetrical filters, An is zero for odd values of n. Therefore, for symmetrical

filters with moderate bandwidths, the third teen in Equation (3.25) is zero. For filters with

Zaaa <0.1 the fourth term in Equation (3.23) is at least two orders of magnitude smaller

than the second term. In this case the correction factor C(T) can be approximated by

Substituting C(T) from Equation (127) into Equation. (112) we obtain the

expression for the output signal of the imager viewing the radiant surface through the

narrow-passband filter

S(T) Adin • cod • ao -"c(ko A?, • RO,,o ) • e(A.,c ) X
2 (3.28)

x[1. L'2(T) - A2 H]. Lx,b (ko ,T)
Xo

In order to further simplify the expression (3.28) we define the filter shape factor

K(2T) as



Figure 3.12 Normalized moments of various filters [27]

Finally, substituting Equation (129) into Equation (3.28) we obtain the simplified

expression for the output signal of the imager [12]

S(X,T) = K(7,, T) • c(k)• R(X). 	 T) 	 (3.31)
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The accuracy of Equation (3.31) was verified experimentally by measuring the output

signal of a 320x 122 IR CCD Camera viewing the blackbody radiator through the filter with

various mean wavelengths. The blackbody had an aperture of 0.2 inches in diameter and

was positioned 18 inches in front of the camera with lens of objective removed. The

experimental values of the signal along with the theoretical results based on Equation (3.31)

are shown in Figure 3.13. Inspection of the Figure 3.13 shows that there is good

agreement between theoretical and experimental data. Nevertheless, slight discrepancies

between model and experiment dictate the need for accurate filter and detector calibration

which will be discussed in Chapter 6.

The values of the output signal calculated from Equation (3.31) for 320x244 IR CCD

camera operating with optical integration time of 33 ms, f/2 optics, and 500-nm-wide

Gaussian filter having 60% peak transmission are shown in Figure 3.14. The output signal

of the same imager viewing the blackbody radiator through a 20-nm-wide Gaussian filter
• , 	 e, ,
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CHAPTER 4

PERFORMANCE PREDICTION FOR MULTI-WAVELENGTH

PYROMETERS

In this Chapter we will develop the methodology for theoretical prediction of the accuracy

of temperature measurements achievable by a variety of M-WIPs. We will also demonstrate

this methodology by analyzing the performance of three different M-WIP systems.

4.1 General Methodology of M-WIP Performance Prediction

To estimate the accuracy of M-WIP temperature measurements we will develop the

approximate analytical solution to the least-squares-based M-W1P problem defined by

Equation (3.1) [12]. Substituting the emissivity model expressed by Equation (3.2) into the

expression for the detected signal given by Equation (3.31) we obtain the parametric model

of the output signal of the imager viewing the target with unknown emissivity

S(2 ,a 1 ,.",an ) =	 e(X,, ai ,•..,a n ) • R(X) • Lx,b (%, an)	 (4.1)

where the temperature of the target T=a n is also an unknown parameter of the model.

The function S(X, 	 an) can be approximated by the Taylor's series expansion at

the close proximity of the solution of the minimization problem. Neglecting second and

higher order terms, we have

n [as N S(X) = so (x)+ 	 ° 	 8a i 	(4.2)
j=1 	 da J 	 d

The approximate solution to the minimization problem given by Equation (3.1) can be

obtained by setting the partial derivatives of x 2 with respect to each of the parameter
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_s0(xj)_+[ds. (X) sa 	d
 So x)

j=i 	 dL-4 	•
dx dS0(X) 

d ak
= 0 	 (4.3)

N ( 1

1=1

d So (X)	 d So (X) \
— SofX i ) 	 sx,

d X 	 d ak
(4.6)

increments equal to zero
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where cri is the standard deviation of the signal detected at the wavelength X i and is equal to

the total rms noise level in the signal.

Equation (4.3) can be written in matrix form as

F1=8-a- • -ez 	 (4.4)

where

I d So (X) d So (X))
CCjk =

( 	 d • 	 d a k 	
(4.5

C3' 	
)

1=1 	 1

and

The matrix a is referred to as the "curvature matrix" because of its relationship to

the curvature of x 2 in the coefficient space. Defining the symmetric matrix 7 as the

inverse of matrix a we can obtain the expression for an approximate solution of the

minimization problem given by Equation (3.1) as

811 = - 7 or bad = t(yak • 13k ) 	 (4.7)
k=1

where 7 =
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To find the accuracy of the parameter estimation by least-squares fit we note that each

of our experimental data points Si has been used in the determination of the parameters, and

each has contributed some fraction of its own noise to the uncertainty in the computed

parameters. Therefore, the accuracy (standard deviation) of any parameter a i can be

expressed as the square root of the sum of squares of the rms noise levels of each data

point multiplied by the effect which that data point has on the determination of the

parameter a.

	2 N 	d8a•

	

lx4 4 

dS

daj 	2 (	 j

	

-	 OriL
i=1 	 I 	 i=1 	 d S i

The partial derivatives of the parameters with respect to each experimental data point

can be obtained by differentiating Equation (4.7) as

d 8a •
J  _ n ,v 	 1 dSo (X)

	

d S •	 2	.44[1 jk 	 d aI 	 k=1 	 i 	 k

Performing the substitution of the partial derivatives given by Equation (4.9) into

Equation (4.8) and taking into account the fact that matrix y is the inverse of the matrix a

we obtain the final expression for the standard deviations of the parameters of the

theoretical model fitted to the experimentally measured values of the detected IR imager

signal:

(4.8)

(4.9)

21 dS01
Yjk 	dak

(4.10)

At this point it should be noted that in order to implement the error analysis described

above we have to obtain analytical expressions for the partial derivatives of the signal

model with respect to each of its parameter.
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To derive the expressions of the partial derivatives of the signal model with respect to

temperature and wavelength let us define the normalized derivative of the blackbody

spectral radiance with respect to temperature as

where x is given by Equation (3.21).

We will also define the relative derivative of the filter shape factor K(X,T) with



Finally, we note that L i defined in Equation (3.17) is equal to zero for blackbody

radiator and r 1 can be estimated by performing the substitution from Equation (4.29) into

Equation (3.16) as

At this point we can use Equations (4.11) and (4.12) in order to write the partial

derivative of the signal expression given by Equation (3.31) with respect to temperature as

follows

We will now derive the expressions for the partial derivatives of the signal model

with respect to the parameters of the emissivity model. For the sake of clarity only a linear

emissivity model with two unknown parameters a and b will be considered. Let us define

the relative partial derivatives of the emissivity with respect to the coefficients a and b by

analogy with Equation (3.17) as

and

1 	 dE(a,b) 	 X0 (4.20)
e(a,b)	 db 	 E(a,b)
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Similarly, the relative partial derivatives of the shape coefficient K(a, b, T) can be

V+.LO)0 7 )• kt.b 	xs.b
d b

Having defined all the necessary partial derivatives of the signal model we are now

ready to proceed with the numerical evaluation of the temperature accuracy achievable by

the least-squares based M-WIP. In order to perform these computations we have to assume
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some values of the coefficients a and b which would be realistic and representative of the

practical situations. For the purpose of this analysis the data on the spectral emissivity of

pure silicon published by Sato [23] and shown in Figure 4.1 has been used. The

coefficients of the linear emissivity model were obtained by performing the least-squares fit

of the first degree polynomial to the data given in this figure for the spectral emissivity of

silicon at 1073K and the wavelength range from 1.5 to 5.01.1.m.

+.o.a
Wavelength ()

Figure 4.1 Spectral emissivity of single crystal n-type silicon disc [23]

The coefficients of the nonlinear emissivity model were obtained by fitting the second

degree polynomial to the spectral emissivity data corresponding to 793K for wavelength

interval given above. The results of this fitting procedure show that the spectral emissivity

of pure silicon at 1073K can be represented by a first degree polynomial as

81073K (X) = 0.6871+ 0.0086 • X 	 (4.27)
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whereas for the specimen at 793 K the expression of the spectral emissivity requires second

degree polynomial

e793K (X) = 0.2253+0.1586 • X +0.0148. X2 (4.28)

We will now proceed with the performance analysis of the three M-WIP systems

based on an array of PtSi Schottky-barrier detectors, InGaAs line array and, finally, on

microbolometer Uncooled Focal Plane Array (UFPA). In order to utilize the methodology

of this Chapter we will need the models of the spectral response for each of the above

systems along with the model of noise fluctuations affecting their performance.

4.2 Performance of M-WIP Systems Based on PtSi Imagers
with Schottky-Barrier IR Detectors (SBDs)

4.2.1 320x244 IR CCD and 640x480 IR MOS Image Sensors

The radiometric analysis presented in Section 4.1 will now be applied to the 320x244 IR

CCD and 640x480 IR MOS image sensors (imagers) developed at the David Sarnoff

Research Center. The IR detectors used in these imagers are the PtSi Schottky-barrier

detectors (SBDs) which are most sensitive to the radiation emitted in the SWIR (1 to 3 pm)

and MWIR (3 to 5 pm) bands.

The 320x244 IR CCD imager has 40-pm x 40-p.m pixels and a fill factor of 43%.

This imager employs buried-channel CCD (BCCD) readout registers and has the pixel

layout shown in Figure 4.2 [28]. The BCCD readout registers of this imager provide

maximum charge handling capacity of 1.4x106 electrons per pixel.

The 640x480 IR MOS imager has 24.pm x 244tm pixel size and fill factor of 38%.

This imager has a low-noise X-Y addressable readout multiplexer with two MOS switches

per SBD, and a MOS source follower at the output of each row with 8:1 multiplexing to a

shared on-chip output amplifier. The readout noise of this device is under 300 rms
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electrons per pixel [281. The readout structure of this imager is shown in Figure 4.3. Its

saturation charge level is 1.5x106 electrons per pixel. It should also be noted that the

Sarnoff 640x480 IR MOS imager can be operated with subframe imaging capability for any

subframe size and location. In addition, this imager provides electronic integration time

control down to a minimum of 60 pis for operation at 30 frames per second.

Figure 4.2 Pixel layout of Sarnoff 320x244 IR imager [281
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4. 2. 2 PtSi Schottky-Barrier Detector

Both IR imagers described in the previous section employ PtSi Schottky-barrier photon

detectors. The basic construction and operation of PtSi SBD is illustrated in Figure 4.4.

The infrared radiation with photon energy less than the bandgap of silicon (E g=1.12

eV) is transmitted through the substrate. The absorption of the infrared radiation in the

silicide layer results in the excitation of photocurrent across the Schottky-barrier ( tir ms ) by

internal photoemission. The Schottky-barrier is the barrier that is formed between the

silicide layer and the p-type silicon substrate. The absorbed IR photons excite the valence

electrons above the Fermi level, generating hole-electron pairs. The holes with energy

levels exceeding the Schottky-barrier are injected into the silicon substrate. The result of

this process is the accumulation of negative charge on the silicon electrode. The detection of

the optical signal is completed by transferring the negative charge from the silicide electrode

into the readout structure.
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The spectral responsivity R(X) of the IR imager depends on the quantum efficiency of

the PtSi Schottky-barrier detectors and can be approximated by the Fowler equation [28] as

The spectral responsivity and quantum efficiency of the PtSi SBD array

corresponding to C1=0.124 eV -1 and Wins =0.2272 eV is shown in Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.5 Measured responsivity of PtSi Schottky-Barrier detector array [28]

4.2.3 Accuracy of M-WIP Temperature Measurements based on IR FPA
with PtSi Schottky-Barrier Detectors

At this point we can estimate the performance of the M-WIP system based on IR FPA with

PtSi Schottky-barrier detectors by one of the two methods. The first method is based on the

"computational experiment" whereas the detected signal is simulated using the signal model

given by Equation (3.31) with the spectral emissivity model given by Equations (4.27) and

(4.28). As part of these simulations we utilized a random number generator in order to

simulate normally distributed noise in the signal with the rms value given by Equation

(2.20). We then performed the least-squares fit of the imager model given by Equation

(2.20) to the above simulated signal. The temperature accuracy (standard deviation of the

parameter T) was obtained by a comparison of the results of the least-squares fit with the

"true" value of the signal used in the simulation experiments. The second method is based

on the development given in Section 4.1 and involves direct computation of the standard
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deviation from Equation (4.10). It should be noted, however, that this method is based on

the first order approximation of the outcome of the least-squares fit and, as illustrated in

Figure 4.6, leads to higher errors in the estimation of the temperature accuracy in

CVItrITIQ14 efIll to r1711 at io rirstl -iizc in 111 ra by VTIITTD

4 	 5 	 6 	 7 	 8 	 9 	 10

NUMBER OF FILTERS

Figure 4.6 Temperature accuracy of MWIP for linear emissivity model. The

computations assume 100-nm-wide Gaussian filters and Qmax=106 electrons per pixel

4.3 Performance of M-WIP Systems Based on
InGaAs Photodetector Array

Experimental and theoretical study of the performance of M-WIP systems based on InGaAs

photodetector arrays was conducted under DARPA contract ARPA-93-DAAH01-93-C-

R272 "Compact MR Spectral Radiometer for CVD Non-Contact Temperature

Measurements". Equipment and proprietary information of Sensors Unlimited, Inc.,

Princeton, NJ, were utilized in this study.
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4.3.1 Experimental M-WIP Sys tem 

The prototype M-WIP system used in this tudy consisted of a Sensors Unlimited Model 

SU256L-1.7RT-250A linear InGaAs photodiode array mounted on Jarrell-Ash 0.27 meter 

Czemy-Tumer Spectrograph and controlled with EG&G Model 1470A optical multichannel 

analyzer. Schematics of this prototype M-WlP system is shown in Figure 4.7. 

INPUT SLIT 
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Figure 4.7 Schematics of prototype M-WlP based on lnGaAs photodetector alTay 

In this system, target radiation enters the input slit where it is collected and collimated 

by a concave mirror with a focal length of 0.27 meters. The light is then dispersed into its 

spectral components by a ruled grating and subsequently focused onto the photodiode allllY 

by the second concave mirror. The utili zation of the diffraction grating with 150 

grooves/mm yields dispersion of 24nm/mm at the photodiode array. The system uses 0.25 

mm - wide input slit and the photodetector array with 1.2 nm pixel pilCh resulLing in the 

effective inst.rument resolut.ion of 6 nm. The photograph and layout schematics of 256-

element Sensors Unlimited InGaAs photodiode array are shown in Figure 4.8 and Figure 

4.9, respecLively. This a lTay was fab ri cated using In" Ga" As as tJle acLive material with a 

long wavelength cutoff of 1.7 ~m. 
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Figure 4.8 Photograph of Sensors Unlimited SU256L-1.7RT-250A linear an-ay 

readout multiplexer 
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Figure 4.9 Schemati cs of Sensors Unlimited SU256L-1.7RT-250A InGaAs array 
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4.3.2 Theoretical Performance Prediction

For the purpose of present analysis the experimentally measured responsivity, R(X), of

InGaAs IR detectors was approximated by a polynomial function of wavelength as

illustrated in Figure 4.10. The approximating polynomial is given by:

ROO =41.891-122.2 +144.R • A.2 — R1 _911.2i 4- 9 74.1.1 4 - 9 '755. 5 

Figure 4.11 illustrates the theoretical values of the detected signal that were calculated

for InGaAs line sensor illuminated by blackbody radiation and operated with 2ms optical

integration time, f/10 optics, and a variable IR filter with bandwidths equal to the 3% of
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The accuracy of M-WIP temperature measurements was estimated from the actual

least squares fits of the described above "noisy" signal to the "true" signal as described in

Section 4.2.3. The results of these computations for the case of blackbody targets are

illustrated in Figure 4.12. Inspection of this figure shows that the accuracy better than 0.5

K can be achieved for a wide range of temperatures in excess of 450K. Below this

temperature the large portion of the emitted radiation does not correspond to the spectral

bandwidths of the InGaAs IR detectors (1.3 p.m to 2.6pm) and, therefore, high signal-to-

noise ratio can not be achieved.

TEMPERATURE [K]

Figure 4.12 M-WIP performance estimated for InGaAs sensor viewing blackbody target

The accuracy of M-WIP temperature measurements was also analyzed for the case of

linear dependence of the target spectral emissivity on wavelength. The results of this

analysis are illustrated in Figure 4.13. In this case, assuming no prior knowledge of the

absolute values of spectral emissivity, accuracy of better than 1.0°C can be achieved by

InGaAs IR. sensor for targets temperatures in the range from 700K to 4500K.
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The accuracy of M-WIP temperature measurements was estimated from the actual

least squares fits of the described above "noisy" signal to the "true" signal as described in

Section 4.2.3. The results of these computations for the case of blackbody targets are

illustrated in Figure 4.12. Inspection of this figure shows that the accuracy better than 0.5

K can be achieved for a wide range of temperatures in excess of 450K. Below this

temperature the large portion of the emitted radiation does not correspond to the spectral

bandwidths of the InGaAs TR detectors (1.3 to 2.6pm) and, therefore, high signal-to-

noise ratio can not be achieved.
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Figure 4.12 M-WIP performance estimated for InGaAs sensor viewing blackbody target

The accuracy of M-WIP temperature measurements was also analyzed for the case of

linear dependence of the target spectral emissivity on wavelength. The results of this

analysis are illustrated in Figure 4.13. In this case, assuming no prior knowledge of the

absolute values of spectral emissivity, accuracy of better than 1.0°C can be achieved by

InGaAs IR sensor for targets temperatures in the range from 700K to 4500K.
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Figure 4.13 M-WIP performance estimated for InGaAs sensor viewing linear radiator

It may be noted, that the very high estimated accuracy of the M-WIP illustrated in

Figure 4.12 and Figure 4.13 is due to the fact that only temporal noise sources were taken

into account. It can be concluded from the present analysis that in the case of IR sensor

with maximum charge handling capacity of 5x108 electrons/detector the readout, radiation

and dark current noise sources do not significantly limit the accuracy of M-WIP

temperature measurements.

However, it should be pointed out that high signal-to-noise ratio of the M-WIP

measurements does not guarantee the accuracy of temperature estimation. Among factors

that can significantly limit the accuracy of M-WIP is the non-linearity of detector response

due to signal-level-dependent variation in the readout capacitance. Another factor strongly

affecting the accuracy of M-WIP measurements is the insufficient knowledge of the spectral

characteristics of the M-WIP system itself.
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For the purpose of analyzing the effect of detector response non-linearity on the

accuracy of M-WIP measurements, the "non-linear" signal was simulated using the linear-

response model and parabolic function tangent to the linear model at zero signal level and

deviating from the linear model by a given percentage at the prespecified signal level. For

the purpose of present analysis, the non-linearity was expressed in terms of signal level

differences between linear and non-linear signal at 80% of the maximum charge handling

capacity. In this case the correction between linear and non-linear signals is given by:

0.0 	 0.5 	 1.0 	 1.5 	 2.0

DEVIATION FROM LINEAR RESPONSE [°/0]

Figure 4.14 Effect of detector response non-linearity on M-WIP performance
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Inspection of Figure 4.14 shows that temperature resolution of better than 1°C can

only be achieved with an extremely linear IR detectors, with response non-linearity of less

than 1%.

In order to evaluate the effect of uncertainty in the spectral characteristics of the

system on the accuracy of M-WIP temperature estimation we can utilize approach described

in Section 4.1. For the purpose of this analysis we extend our definition of the rms noise in

the detected signal, (3 , to include the effect of uncertainty in our knowledge of the

spectral wavelengths of M-WIP channels, 6,i , as:

2 as(x,T) \ 2

ax,
where S(X, T) is the detected signal (electrons/pixel) and a si is the temporal (radiation

and readout) noise (electrons/pixel).

Using the extended definition of rms signal noise as given by Equation (4.32) we can

now utilize Equation (4.10) to estimate the effect of uncertainty in our knowledge of central

wavelengths of M-WIP channels on InGaAs M-WIP performance. The results of these

computations are shown in Figure 4.15.

Inspection of Figure 4.15 shows that increase in the number of filters used for

M-WIP beyond 16 does not lead to substantial improvement in the accuracy of the

temperature measurements.

Figure 4.15 also illustrates high sensitivity of the measurement results to the precise

knowledge of spectral characteristics of M-WIP system. Therefore, it should be stressed

that prior to actual M-WIP measurements, the spectral characteristics of the entire MWP

system should be calibrated against reference radiation source with known spectral

emittance (usually blackbody). Furthermore, the precision of the calibration source itself

should be given special consideration, as it will affect the actual accuracy of the M-WIP

temperature measurements.

(25. i2	 1.1.2
•-• si (4.32)



NUMBER OF FILTERS

Figure 4.15 InGaAs M-WIP performance vs. uncertainty in filter wavelengths

4.3.3 Experimental Evaluation of InGaAs M-WIP Performance

The experimental system described in Section 4.3.1 was utilized to demonstrate the

performance of InGaAs-based M-WIP. For the purpose of this experiment, 256-element

InGaAs line sensor was positioned at the output slit of the commercial spectrometer

characterized by spectral dispersion corresponding to 1.2nm per pixel and spectral

resolution of approximately 6nm (5 pixels). The input slit of the spectrometer was

illuminated by blackbody radiation from Infrared Industries Blackbody Source. In order to

maximize the accuracy of the M-WIP measurements, the blackbody radiation was sampled

at two slightly overlapping spectral intervals from 1000nm to 1450nm and from 1400nm to

1750nm, thus covering the entire range of NIR sensitivity of InGaAs detectors. In the

course of the experiment the response of IR detectors corresponding to various
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temperatures of the blackbody source in the range from 600°C to 800°C was recorded for a

WAVELENGTH [nm]

Figure 4.16 Experimental measurements of blackbody radiance and dark current

obtained with Sensors Unlimited InGaAs detector array

The "bad" pixels (#1-6,26,122,182,183,184) corresponding to the spectral

peculiarities in the detected signal were eliminated from the analysis. The remaining 245

pixels were grouped in 49 groups of 5 pixels each with the values of the detected signal

averaged over all detectors within the group. Next, each of the 49 detector groups was

assigned two values of center wavelengths corresponding to the two spectral regions used

in the experiment. The actual values of center wavelengths of each detector were

determined based on the calibration of spectrometer against emission lines of krypton. The

above experimental procedure resulted in 98 distinct spectral measurements obtained for
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each temperature of the blackbody source and each value of the optical integration time.

These experimental measurements obtained with 30 ms optical integration time are

illustrated in Figure 4.16 along with corresponding "closed-aperture" dark current

measurements.

Due to variation of the detector dark current with the bias voltage, the rate of the

generation of the dark current charge depends on the magnitude of the accumulated signal.

In order to estimate this effect "closed aperture" measurements were also performed with

optical integration times in the range from 30ms to ls. Based on this data the values of the

dark current charge corresponding to various intensities of the incident radiative flux were

estimated in accordance with algorithm described in Section 6.1.1. The results of these

INTEGRATION TIME [ms]
Figure 4.17 Measured and estimated dark current for Sensors Unlimited InGaAs array
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Due to the variation in depletion-layer capacitance of the photodiode with change in

bias voltage, the detector response retains some non-linearity even after correction for dark

current charge. In order to compensate for this signal-level-dependent non-linearity the

corrected for dark current signal was approximated by the second degree polynomial of the

optical integration time. For the purpose of this analysis it was assumed that the signal non-

linearity is negligibly small at low signal levels. Based on this assumption the non-linearity

correction, AS, was computed as the difference between parabolic approximation of the

signal and the line tangent to it at the lowest integration time used in the experiment,

to=30ms. Expressing the non-linearity correction, AS, as function of detected signal level
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Figure 4.18 illustrates originally detected signal, signal corrected for dark current

charge, and linearized signal for the detector group with central wavelength of 1600 nm.

The linearized signal measurements were used for calibration of spectral

characteristics of InGaAs sensor. This calibration was based on the least-squares fit of

theoretical model of the sensor response to the linearized values of signal detected by line

sensor viewing blackbody source at various temperatures. This method of sensor

calibration is further described in Section 6.2.1. Figure 4.19 illustrates the effective spectral
1 	 lr ./-1	 A 	 1 •

WAVELENGTH [nm]

Figure 4.19 Calibrated response of Sensors Unlimited InGaAs line sensor array

In order to demonstrate the accuracy of temperature measurements based on InGaAs

M-WIP, the least-squares fit given by Equation (3.1) were performed on the corrected

experimental data. Comparing the results of these fits to the "true" values of the blackbody
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temperature used in experiment we can obtain the actual errors of the M-WIP temperature

measurements. The magnitude of the resulting temperature error, AT, does not exceed 4°C

within the temperature range from 600°C to 800°C as illustrated in Figure 4.20. It should be

noted, however, that this value of AT is comparable to the accuracy of the calibration

(±3°C) of the blackbody source used in experiment.

TARGET TEMPERATURE [°C]

Figure 4.20 Demonstrated accuracy of M-WIP temperature measurements with Sensors
Unlimited InGaAs linear photodetector array

4.4 Performance of M-WIP System based on Uncooled
Microbolometer Focal Plane Array

4.4.1 Design and Operational Principle of Microbolometer UFPA

Uncooled microbolometer arrays represent a new capability in staring imager development.

Uncooled imager sensitivity demonstrated by Honeywell [30] is now better than 0.05°C,
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surpassing the sensitivity of some cooled scanned systems. The microscope photograph of 

Honeywell microbolometer array is illustrated in Figure 4.21 . 

Figure 4.21 Microscope photograph of Honeywell microbolometer array [30) 

Honeywell's microbolometer pixel consists of a O.5-!lm-thick plate suspended clear 

of the underlying silicon by two legs as illustrated in Figure 4.22. The legs provide the 

required hi gh thelma! resistance between the suspended plate and its surround ings, 

allowing the plate to respond to incident IR radiation by being heated or cooled. 11le 

temperature changes in the suspended plate cause changes in the electrical resistance, which 

are sensed by circuitry that is integrated into the underlying silicon and connected to the 

suspended plate by thin-film metalli zation on the legs. 

Slgn~ Volt~e Y 

Signal 

RadI.tIon 

8&aa Current I 

n .. lttanc. R 
TCA l.dR 

RdT 
Thermal UasaC 
Aboo<pUaI , 
TemperMur. T 

" Blpol.r 
Tr.n".lor 

Figure 4.22 Schematics and operational principle of microbolometcr [3 1 J 
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4. 4. 2 Responsivity of Microbolometer Detectors

In order to derive the expression for the responsivity of microbolometer pixel we shall

consider the heat-balance equation relating the temperature of the detector, Td, to the

incident target radiation, (D in :

2 	 9 	 6 	 8 	 10 	 12 	 19

Absorptance (%) vs Wavelength (pm)

Figure 4.23 Absorptance of Honeywell microbolometer detector [Honeywell, Inc.]

In many practical situations the incident target radiation is modulated by the chopper

and can be expressed as:

Oin = (141 ' &cut	 (4.35)

where co is the modulation frequency of the incident radiation;
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For small incremental change in the detector temperature, AT d, due to change in the

incident radiation, AOirt , the Equation (4.34) can be re-written as:

where =C/G th is the thermal time constant;

The change in the electrical resistance of the bolometer element, dRd , resulting from

change in the bolometer temperature, dT d, can be expressed in terms of so-called

temperature coefficient of resistance (TCR), a, as:

Therefore, small change in the detector temperature, AT d , results in the voltage

change across the detector as given by:

where I is the readout current;

Taking the ratio of the voltage change across the detector to the change in the incident

target radiation we obtain the expression for the responsivity of the bolometer, R:

EIRda
R--	 221/2G th(1+0)	 )

(4.40)



VJohnson = 44kTd Rddf (4.41)
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4. 4. 3 Noise Sources Affecting Bolometer Operation

In order to predict the performance of the microbolometer-based M-WIP system the noise

sources affecting the bolometer signal must be analyzed. Study of the radiometric literature

suggests that so-called Johnson noise and temperature fluctuation noise have the most

significant effect on the total noise in the bolometer output signal [15,32].

Johnson noise. Johnson noise represents the voltage fluctuation across the resisting

element due to Brownian motion of the charge carriers. Local random thermal motion of

carriers sets up fluctuating charge gradients, even though an overall charge neutrality exists

across the detector. The Johnson noise voltage is given by [32]:

where k is the Boltzmann's constant and Af is the frequency bandwidth of the detector.

Temperature Fluctuation Noise. The temperature and energy of the bolometer are

subject to random fluctuations due to a random nature of heat exchange (conduction and

radiation) processes. In particular, randomness of multiple photon emissions leads to

fluctuations in the power of radiative heat fluxes. Likewise, the Brownian motion of the

electrons in the conductors leads to the random fluctuations in the conductive power flow.

The fluctuations in the thermal energy of the bolometer element, dE d, and fluctuations of its

temperature, ATd, are connected by the equation:

AEd = C • ATd 	(4.42)

On the other hand, it is well known from statistical mechanics that mean square

energy fluctuations of any system with multiple degrees of freedom are given by [15]:

dE2 = kT2C	 (4.43)
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Combining Equations (4.42) and (4.43) we obtain the expression for the mean square

The heat flux fluctuations due to multiple random photon emissions and Brownian

motion of the electrons can be closely approximated by the white noise, since the above

elementary events are independent of each other. Therefore, the mean square heat flux

fluctuations, 432 , can be represented as:

(132 = B • Af	 (4.45)

where B is a positive constant.

Similarly to Equation (4.37), the detector temperature fluctuations, T2 , can be related

to power fluctuations, c 2 , as:
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Substitution of Equation (4.48) into Equation (4.46) yields mean square value of the

fluctuation of the power flow into bolometer:

We now turn our attention to the nature of the energy exchange between bolometer

element and its surroundings. As was already mentioned, the bolometer absorbs target and

background thermal radiation as well as emits thermal radiation itself. In addition, there is

conductive energy flow through the bolometer support and readout structure. Therefore,

the generalized thermal conductance coefficient, Gth, can be represented as:

et 	 eh bckg

	

G th _d(I) 	
target

 ± 'rad

dT 
4_ uw

dT
cond Grtaardg et 4. Grbac icg G 

cond 	 (4.50)

	

dT	 dT 

For a microbolometer-based M-WIP system the target radiation incident on the

bolometer surface is filtered through narrow-band interference filter with effective

bandwidth A2 and transmission c(k). Taking into account the detector field of view

defined by the f/# of the optics and the area Ad, of the detector we obtain:

wnere ed anti E targ et are me emissivities or me aeiecior anu target, respecuvely.

The radiation exchange between the bolometer at temperature Td and its surroundings

at temperature To can be obtained from the Stephan-Boltzmann law described in Chapter 2:

Grbacidcg 40.6d8bckg Ad (Tg rrtickg 	 (4.52)



V2noi e = R2 02 4kTd—Rd Ms (4.54)

S1

Combining Equations (4.49) through (4.52) we obtain the expression for the total

mean square fluctuation of the power flow into bolometer element as:

= 16kcrede bckgAd 	 + PlIckg ) • Of

C2 /X.T
+ 

Ed et arg einAd kC1C2 	C	 target
	  T(X) • AX•Af +	 (4.53)2

+2kG cond (T1 + '11)

Using the expression for the bolometer pixel responsivity given by Equation (4.40)

and taking into account Johnson noise defined by Equation (4.41) we can express the mean

square fluctuation of the voltage signal across the bolometer with electrical bandwidth,Af as

4(f /#)2
6 (ec2aTtarg et 1)

where mean square fluctuation of the power flux, 0 2 , is given in Equation (4.53).

4. 4. 4 Predicted Performance of Microbolometer-Based M-WIP

Based on the proprietary data supplied by Andrew Wood of Honeywell, Inc. the

radiometric model of microbolometer-based M-WIP was developed using general sensor

model given by Equation (2.19). The simulated detected signal, computed based on this

model, is shown in Figure 4.24 for 11-filter M-WIP with filters in the spectral range from

4 pn. to 14 pm and 10% fractional bandwidth.

Using the performance prediction method described in Section 4.1 the M-WIP

performance of microbolometer UFPA was analyzed for gray targets as well as for targets

with spectral emissivity linearly dependent on wavelength. This analysis takes into account

the thermal fluctuation noise (both radiation and conduction) as well as Johnson noise

defined by Equation (4.54). The resulting perfothiance predictions are shown in Figure

4.25 for blackbody targets and targets with emissivities linearly dependent on wavelength.
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CHAPTER 5

EXPERIMENTAL 7-FILTER LINE-SENSING M-WIP SYSTEM

5.1 General Description of the System

As illustrated by the schematic diagram shown in Figure 5.1, the experimental M-WIP

system consists of an IR camera with associated electronics, an IR filter assembly, and an

image data processing system [33].

Figure 5.1 Schematics of experimental NJIT Multi-Wavelength Imaging Pyrometer

Hardware. The experimental Multi-Wavelength Imaging Pyrometer uses a Sarnoff

320x244 PtSi IR-CCD imager with custom-built electronics allowing for imager operation

with variable optical integration time as described in Section 5.3. A line-sensing filter

assembly with 7 narrow-band IR filters having center wavelengths in the range from

1790nm to 4536nm is positioned in front of the imager FPA. The filter assembly and

associated optics is further described in Section 7.2. The image processing system,

described in more detail in Section 5.4, consists of a 10 MHz DATACUBE MaxVideo

system hosted by SUN 4/330 workstation.

83
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Software. The existing M-WIP system uses DATACUBE ImageFlow software for image

processing as well as X-windows-based interface. A software package for least-squares-

based calibration and real-time M-WIP measurements, presented in Chapter 6, has been

developed under UNIX platform.

5.2 M-WIP Filters and Optics

The initial configuration of experimental M-WIP system utilized mosaic filter assembly

proposed by Dr. C. N. Manikopoulos. This filter assembly consisted of six rectangular IR

filters of various sizes as illustrated in Figure 5.2. This filter assembly provided for spectral

measurements of radiance for point targets. However, due to disjoint nature of resulting

distribution of the spectral information across focal plane array, this assembly did not allow

to obtain continuous temperature profiles on the target surface.

To better utilize two-dimensional imaging capability of the M-WIP imager the filter

assembly described above was substituted with a line-sensing filter assembly consisting of

7 narrow-band striped filters mounted on FPA packaging. The line-sensing assembly

currently employed at NJIT uses f/1.4 spherical lens in order to focus the image of the

radiant target on the narrow horizontal slit. The image of the target area defined by the slit

aperture is then refocused on 1-TA in horizontal direction using cylindrical lens as illustrated

in Figure 5.3. As the result, the image of the horizontal line on the target surface is

"spread" across all M-WIP filters in vertical direction while preserving horizontal

resolution.

The line-sensing assembly fabricated by Optical Filter Corporation (OFC), Natick,

MA, consists of seven filter stripes, 15x3mm each. Two additional filters are positioned at

the edges of the assembly to provide mounting borders. All filter stripes are epoxied

together with inter-filter gaps painted by opaque material in order to eliminate the optical

leakage and crosstalk.



Figure 5.3 Filter optics employed in experimental line-sensing NET M-WIP system
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An image of tills fLlter assembly captured from the actual video frame is shown in 

Figure 5.4. The central wavelengths, AO, of the filters ranging from I 790nm to 4536nm (at 

cryogenic temperature of 17K) correspond to the spectral sensitivity of th PtSi Schottky

barrier detectors (SBDs) used in the camera. As shown in Table 5.1, the bandwidths of the 

fillers at half of peak transmission range from 51 nm for the 1790-nm filter to 102 nm for 

the 4536-nm filter. The values of the peaks of the filter transmissions were individually 

attenuated in order to provide approximately equal detected signal at all wavelengths for 

blackbody target al 700°C. The attenuation of the IR filters in this manner p.utially 

compensates for the spectral variations in the detected signal levels and , therefore, reduces 

ule requirements on the dynamic range of the camera. 

Figure 5.4 Video image of line-sensing fil ter assembly 

The spectral scans of all fil ters prior and subsequent to attenuation were perfOImed by 

OFC in order to verify the need for blocking of high order transmission peaks. 

Furthermore, the effects of cryogenic temperature (17K) on the spectral charactelistics of 

the filters were investigated. As illustrated in Table 5.1 , the thermal contraction at cryogenic 

temperature has the effect of increasing filler bandwidths by approximately 4% and 

decreasing the values of central wavelengths by about 1%. 
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5.3 320x244 PtSi IR-CCD Camera and It's Operation

An experimental Niff M-WIP system is based on an infrared CCD camera system that was

constructed to operate the Sarnoff (David Samoff Research Center, Princeton, NJ)

320X244 Schottky-barrier IR-CCD Focal Plane Array (FPA) as a non-interlaced 320X122-

element multi-wavelength imaging radiometer [34].

To achieve wide dynamic range required for M-WIP, the imager was operated in a

non-interlaced format with variable optical integration times ranging from 120pec to

l2sec. Subframe integration time control was achieved by employing a double detector

readout. To facilitate this operation, camera circuitry was developed for automatically

controlling the CCD waveforms to operate at the required integration time. This imager was
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also operated in a multi-frame integration mode with a single detector readout for optical

integration times in multiples of 33 ms. The analog video signal was digitized to 12-bits

resolution. Circuits were also developed to embed critical information in the video signal to

facilitate radiometric post-processing. An optoelectronically buffered digital interface was

developed to connect the camera system to a DATACUBE image processing system hosted

by SUN workstation [16].

Figure 5.5 Schematic of the Sarnoff 320X244 IR-CCD FPA

The imager utilized in the experimental M-WIP system uses PtSi Schottky-barrier

detectors (SBDs) with internal photoemission generating electrical charge proportional to

the incident optical signal. The useful spectral bandwidth is from 1.5 to 5.5pm. The

camera is operated in a non-interlaced mode utilizing 122 vertical elements (single field) per

frame. Shown in Figure 5.5 is a representation of the imager geometry. Two vertically

adjacent photodetectors share a common vertical transfer register CCD. By utilizing only

one field, one detector is assigned to a vertical register. This charge is transferred
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downward at the rate of one register per line time (63.55p). At the bottom of these

registers, a horizontal register (C) clocks the charge out to an on-chip output amplifier at the

photodetector rate.

The camera can operate with two choices of integration time control. For integration

times less than 33 milliseconds, i.e. for sub-frame integration time, the imager is operated

with a double SBD transfer per frame where the detectors are allowed to saturate until the

first transfer pulse dumps this charge into the registers. After clearing this charge and

integrating for a precisely controlled time, the second transfer pulse reads out the detected

signal. Without a built-in drain to clear excess detected charge, this charge is swept out

through the normal readout channels. During the sweep out procedure, signal charge is

being integrated in the detectors. Therefore, to obtain short integration times, the dumped

charge needs to be swept out in the shortest possible time. The sweep out procedure begins

as the charge that has accumulated in the detectors from the last transfer pulse is transferred

to the B-registers through a transfer pulse. The B-registers are then clocked rapidly and

charge immediately saturates the C-registers that are simultaneously clearing charge through

the output drain. The charge is cleared from the B-registers in two line times but three

additional line times are required to clear the C-registers. The minimum sub-frame optical

integration time available for this camera is two line times or 1271..ts [35] .

For integration times greater than or equal to 33 milliseconds, the camera operates

with a single SBD transfer pulse per optical integration time. This mode will be referred to

as the multi-frame integration mode. The multi-frame integration mode is used for imaging

scenes of low temperature. In this case the reduction in the radiant flux causes a reduction

in the amount of charge signal integrated over standard 33 ms operation. This decreases the

signal to noise ratio and the response of the camera tends to deviate from linearity. To

improve the radiometric performance, the optical integration time should be increased. This

is accomplished by suppressing the SBD readout for a (N) number frames (while the
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imager operates at the frame rate of 30 frames/sec). However, for every N frames only one

frame contains the detected signal charge. For operation in multi-frame integration mode

with integration time of 33 ms or multiples of 33 ms, the SBD are readout only once per

optical integration time [35].

5.4 Signal Processing System

Image data processing for M-WIP is based on the DATACUBE MaxVideo system using a

SUN workstation as the host computer [36]. The DATACUBE MaxVideo system is a user

configurable real-time image acquisition and processing system. It consists of a number of

modules that can be interconnected to suit the image processing task. The modules are

housed in a 20 slot VME chassis box (MAX-BOX) while a SUN 4/330 acts as the host

computer. The system can operate at a maximum data rate of 10 MHz. DATACUBE

MaxVideo system used in this work has one MAX-SCAN data acquisition module, two

ROI-STORE 512Kbytes memory modules, three MAX-SP general purpose signal

processing modules and one MAX-GRAPH video and graphics display module. A custom

developed display board is used to reformat the 320x122 image for standard RS-170

display. The development software for the MaxVideo system is ImageFlow which consists

of a set of C-call able libraries.



CHAPTER 6

CALIBRATION OF M-WIP SYSTEM AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

6.1 Compensation for Inherent System Non-Linearities

In order to obtain high radiometric accuracy of the M-WIP measurements we have found it

necessary to compensate for non-lineatities of the IR imager response [33]. In the case of

the PtSi IR-CCD imager used in the experimental M-WIP system, both the dark current and

the spectral responsivity of the Schottky-barrier detectors (SBDs) depend on the SBD bias

voltage and decrease with increasing level of integrated charge signal. This dependence of

the dark current and responsivity on the detected signal is especially pronounced at high

signal levels resulting in a "saturation" non-linearity. On the other hand, the reduction of

the signal due to apparent charge trapping losses is especially evident at low signal levels

and represents "offset" nonlinearity.

6. 1. 1 Dark Current Compensation

In order to compensate for the dark current charge signal, its generation rate was measured

for a wide range of optical integration times. These measurements were performed with the

imager shielded from IR radiation with a square sheet of indium placed over the

photosensitive area, with the indium being in thermal contact with the dewar cold finger.

The integration time was varied by operating the camera in the normal full-frame (33

millisecond integration time) mode and suppressing an integer number of charge transfer

pulses to allow the detectors to integrate charge for multiple frame times. The computer

was synchronized to the active signal by gating the vertical sync signal to pass only after

dark current charge was transferred to the CCD registers.

Dark current measurements were taken for integration times greater than 66

milliseconds in increments of 33 milliseconds. Shown in Figure 6.1 is the dark current

91
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signal versus integration time. It is seen from this figure that the generation rate of the dark

current charge decreases with increasing optical integration time [16].

Our study of the dark current generation concluded that due the pixel-to-pixel non-

uniformity the dark current compensation should be performed individually for each pixel.

The dark current was measured for each pixel in the imager area that is used in normal

operation. Shown in Figure 6.2 is a plot of the dark current for twenty representative pixels

as function of the optical integration time.
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Figure 6.2 Dark current non-uniformity for the 320x122 PtSi IR.-CCD camera

In order to correct the detected signal for the dark current, the variation of the dark

current as function of the signal level can be estimated according to the following algorithm:

1. Using cold-shield to prevent radiative flux from reaching the detectors, the dark current

charge is experimentally measured for the wide range of optical integration times. The

dark current is then approximated by an exponential function of integration time, tint,

as:

s sTsured 	 b tae	 + c	 (6.1)

A derivative of Equation (6.1) with respect to the optical integration time, ti nt,

represents the dark current which can be expressed as function of the accumulated

signal:
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where S represents the total accumulated charge, regardless of its source.

It should be noted that right hand side of Equation (6.2) reflects the assumption that

dark current is solely dependent on the magnitude of the accumulated signal level.

2. The dark current component of the signal integrated by the imager viewing the radiant

target can now be expressed as:

tint
b

Sgrated (T, t int ) = Sim (S(T,t))dt =
2 

kS(r, tint) 	 — k3 b(k3 *int (6.3)
k0

where S(T, t int ) = k iek 2 tint k3 - is the detected signal approximated by the

exponential function of the optical integration time, tint , and T is the temperature of the

radiant target.
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Figure 6.3 illustrates the experimentally measured dark current charge, Smasured,

and the dark current charge estimated from Equation (6.3), sraated, corresponding to the

imager viewing the blackbody target at 500°C, 600°C, 700°C and 800°C through the 4.5-

µm filter.

At the early stages of this research the imager nonlinearities described above were

compensated by the following algorithm [33]:

• The background measured at each optical integration time, tint, was stored and

subtracted from the detected signal.

• The dark current charge component of the background signal (to be subtracted

from the detected signal) exceeds the dark current charge accumulated in the

presence of the incoming radiant flux due to the dark current suppression at high

signal levels. The excess dark current charge was computed based on Equations

(6.1) and (6.3) and added back to the detected signal.

• Finally, the "offset" correction was performed in order to compensate for charge

loss due to the apparent effect of charge trapping. The value of this correction was

found from the linear projection of the signal to zero integration time. Subtraction

of thus determined offset assures direct proportionality of the detected signal to

the optical integration time.

The "evolution" of the detected signal due to the successive application of the above

corrections is illustrated in Figure 6.4. It should be noted, that the initial version of the

experimental M-WIF software did not include compensation for the saturation nonlinearity

of imager response at high signal levels. Instead, initial m-wrP algorithm was limiting the

consideration of the experimental data to the optical integration times for which the signal

level does not exceed 50% of maximum charge handling capacity, Qmax. By limiting all

M-WIP computations to relatively low signal levels, the "saturation" effects were reduced

to less than 8%.



Figure 6.4 signal corrections employed by initial algoritnm

B ased on the corrected for the dark current signal measurements we were able to

demonstrate a temperature resolution of ±1 °C for off-line M-WIP temperature

measurements of the blackbody target in the range from 600°C to 900 °C, as illustrated in

Figure 6.5. It should be noted, that these measurements were based on the pre-recorded

data and did not include compensation for the non-linearity of the imager response.

Furthermore, the same data set was used for system calibration and subsequent

"restoration" of the target temperatures.



Blackbody Temperature

Figure 6.5 Initial measurements of blackbody temperature based on prerecorded data

However, the "saturation" non-linearity of detector response resulted in very poor

accuracy of the real-time M-WIP temperature measurements due to substantial variations in

the detected signal levels. Therefore, the correction for "saturation" response non-linearity

was subsequently incorporated into the M-WIP algorithm.

6. 1.2 Correction for Saturation Non-Linearity of the Imager Response

In order to compensate for saturation non-linearity of the imager response it was assumed

that this non-linearity represents the loss of the detector responsivity with rising bias

voltage and, therefore, is primarily a function of the detected signal level. However, due to

approximate nature of the dark current compensation described in the previous Section,
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corrected for the dark current signal still exhibits some integration time dependent non-

linearity. Therefore, our approach to signal linearization takes into account not only the

absolute signal level, 5', but the intensity of the incident radiative flux, F, as well.

The pixel-by-pixel correction for offset and saturation non-linearities of IR imager

response was achieved according to the following algorithm {33, 37, 38]:

1. Based on the experimental signal measurements for a wide range of the optical

integration times, the detected signal is approximated by an exponential function of

optical integration time, tint, for each temperature, T i , of the calibration source, as:

sdet ected =aiea2 tint

2. For N various radiative fluxes corresponding to N various temperatures of the

calibration blackbody source, Ti , the intensity of the incident on IR detectors radiative

flux, Fi , is characterized by the ratio of the detected signal, S(T i, tint), to the value of

optical integration time, t int, as:

S(T,t. )F. = tint 	 = 1,...,N
1 	tint

3. The linearized signal corrected for off-set at zero integration time can now be

expressed as function of the detected signal and the intensity of the incident radiative

flux as:

a sdet ected 	 sdet ected o k
slinear 	 k k 	 k

at int
	10 X t int 	 al a2 ' tint =

al

where index k is determined from the following condition (assuming that F k are

sorted in the ascending order):

Fk 	< sdet ected
	< rk Fk+1 

2	 tint 	 2

(6.4)

(6.5)

(6.6)

(6.7)
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The radiative flux intensities used for M-WIP calibration, F i , are stored in the

ascending order along with corresponding coefficients a l` and a3 1 in the correction table for

each pixel. During the on-line M-WIP temperature measurements these tables are searched

according to the criteria given by Equation (6.7). Once the appropriate flux level, F k , has

been determined, the corresponding correction coefficients a l l' and a3 k are then used for

signal linearization according to Equation (6.6).

Figure 6.6 illustrates the correction for saturation non-linearity resulting from

application of the above algorithm to the signals detected by M-WIP through 4500nm filter

tht, JaLutauun tivn-inw,cuiLy

In addition, it was found that response non-linearity at low signal levels is

approximately equal that of the background signal. Based on this observation the direct

"offset" correction was eliminated, resulting in the following approach to the compensation

of response non-linearities:
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• First, the dark current charge levels corresponding to radiant target and background

signals are estimated from Equation (6.3) for the current value of the optical integration

time based on the above described algorithm. The estimated dark current charges are

then subtracted from radiant target and background signals, respectively.

• Next, the correction for saturation non-linearity is applied to both radiant target and

background signals based on the algorithm given by Equations (6.4)-(6.7).

• Finally, the linearized background signal is subtracted from the linearized radiant target

signal.

6.2 Fixed Signal Level M-WIP Operation for Non-Linearity

Independent Real-Time Temperature Sensing

The compensation for non-linearity of IR imager response, as described in Section 6.2, is

based on pre-stored correction coefficients does not completely linearize the signal due to

on-line gain and offset fluctuations. Consequently, the accuracy of M-WIP temperature

measurements was somewhat reduced due to the residual non-linearity of the imager

response.

To avoid the problem of inaccurate non-linearity compensation we have developed an

algorithm that provides, to a large degree, non-linearity independent real-time M-WIP

temperature estimation [39]. This algorithm exploits the ability of the imager to change on-

line the duration of the optical integration time by suppressing the detector readout pulse for

a number of frames. Using this capability, we are able to find the value of optical

integration time yielding the pre-selected signal level for any target temperature. Thus, for

each M-WIP spectral channel the imager always integrates electron charge up to the same

pre-selected signal level with corresponding values of the optical integration time being

used for least-squares estimation of target temperature and emissivity. Due to the M-WIP

operation at the constant signal level for each spectral channel, the signal non-linearity is the
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same for all target temperatures and is compensated for by the calibration algorithm without

affecting the accuracy of M-WIP temperature sensing. This concept is illustrated in Figure

6.7 for the case of equal pre-selected signal levels for all spectral channels.

0 33 66 99 132 165 198 231 264 297 330 363 396

Optical Integration Time [Ins]
Figure 6.7 Optical integration times corresponding to fixed pre-selected signal level

The algorithm for on-line estimation of the values of the optical integration times

corresponding to the pre-selected operational signal levels is as follows:

• The duration of the optical integration time is increased in frame-time increments with

computer workstation supplying the appropriate integration time codes to the timing

circuitry of the imager. This process is continued until the detected signal levels at all

spectral channels exceed the corresponding pre-selected signal levels. In other words,
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the integration time is increased until:

Keitected (k tfr e
	 Skied , for all i = 1, ...,M (6.8)

where M is the number of M-WIP spectral channels; sc2leitected is the signal level

detected at the i-the spectral channel; S fixi ed is the pre-selected fixed signal level for the

i-th spectral channel; tfraine=8.32ms is the frame time; k is the number of the current

integration time step;

• Next, the detected signal levels bracketing corresponding pre-selected signal level are

determined for each spectral channel from:

detected (m — 1 ) • tframe J 	 011 	 - tf„< CifiXed < edetected
(6.9)

where m i is the number of the time step for which the detected signal at the i-th spectral

channel just exceeds the corresponding pre-selected signal;

• Finally, the value, ti , of the optical integration time yielding the pre-selected signal level

at the i-th channel is determined by linear interpolation as:

ti = tfr e X (6.10)
Sr i 	 sidetected (__ 	 e)

	

+ odetected (rni . tframe) 	 kI axi 	 sdetected((mi —1) • tframe

• Once the integration times, t i , have been determined, we proceed to evaluate the

corresponding background signal levels, B i(ti), as:

t i

t frame 	 1
	 + M. X(ti) gleitected(,., t

qrame)

(6.11)
	X(B c21,eitected (Mi •• tframe) 	 (m —1— 1) • tframe

	

\ 	 detected /
))1



s o. rrected	 fixed —
	 (ti) + spc (t i ), t i fixed ,

, (6.12)
SDC
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• At the final step we perform background subtraction and dark current compensation to

obtain corrected signal levels, Sc'ec ted, to be used for M-WIP temperature estimation:

where S ix (Bxi (t i ),t i ) and Scc KTed ,t i ) are the dark current charges estimated from

Equation (6.3) for signal levels Bxi (ti ) and Skied , respectively.

We now turn our attention to the problem of selecting the fixed operating signal levels

to be used in the above algorithm. We note, that the above algorithm provides for the

integration of the radiative target signal up to a pre-selected fixed signal level for each M-

WIP channel, regardless of target temperature. It can be seen from Equations (6.11) and

(6.12) that the detected signal is being corrected for the background, with background

evaluated at the same optical integration time as the signal detected from the radiative target.

Therefore, background signal levels used for background compensation vary depending on

the intensity of the emitted by the target radiative flux. Consequently, the effect of the

imager response non-linearity on background signals vary with intensity of the target

radiation, making result of M-WIP measurements somewhat dependent on the magnitude

of background signals. Thus, the choice of the appropriate signal level for each M-WIP

spectral channel involves a compromise between poor signal-to-noise-ratio at low signal

levels and high background non-linearity and dark current at long integration times

corresponding to elevated levels of operating signals.

In practice, we choose operating signal levels for all channels based on pre-recorded

calibration data, as to minimize the M-WIP temperature estimation error. For an N-channel

M-WIP this procedure calls for the minimization of a function of N variables. This

minimization is accomplished by the method of simulated annealing as follows:
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• First, the signals detected by an M-WIP imager viewing the blackbody calibration

source are recorded for a wide range of blackbody temperatures.

• Next, the initial values of the operating signal levels are selected for all channels as 114

of the maximum charge handling capacity of the imager, Q max,---1.2E+6 electrons/pixel.

Based on theses signal levels the corresponding integration times are then computed for

all channels and all calibration temperatures from Equation (6.10). The effective values

of central wavelengths and peak transmissions of all M-WIP channels are subsequently

determined based on the calibration algorithm given by Equation (6.16).

• Next, we form an error function, AT 2, as:

= max{(Ticcalibration Tiecstimated ) 2
AT 2 	, k=1,...,L (6.13)

where: L is the total number of blackbody temperature set-points used for M-WIP

alibrationcalibration; Tic,	 is the k-th blackbody set-point; Tr timated is M-WIP estimation

of the 1-th blackbody set-point based on pre-recorded signal measurements.

• Having defined error function and the initial values of the operating signal levels we

utilize a simulated annealing algorithm to determine the optimum values of operating

signal levels by solving the following minimization problem:

• A ry, 2 ( 0 fixed 	 0 fixed )1 	 0 fixed 	 0 fixedmin 	 xN 	 Xi , , 044
fixed 	 fixed

S X1 " SXN

(6.14)

Typical values of operating signal levels, Sfx!xi ed , as determined from Equation (6.14),

are shown in Table 6.1 along with corresponding values of optical integration times. The

inspection of Table 6.1 shows that typical operating signal levels are significantly smaller

than the maximum charge handling capacity of the imager, Qmax--..-1.2E+6 electrons/pixel.
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Consequently, M-WIP operates at relatively short optical integration times, minimizing the

effect of background non-linearity and dark current on the accuracy of temperature

estimation.

Table 6.1 Fixed operating signal levels and corresponding optical integration times

6.3 Calibration of MIT M-WIP System

As was explained in Chapter 3 the M-WIP temperature measurements are based on the

detection of the target thermal radiance at several, distinct wavelengths/channels. Therefore,

the accurate knowledge of the spectral characteristics of each M-WIP channel is crucial to

the overall performance of the system. The simulations show that 5% error in the
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specification of the central wavelengths of the M-WIP channels leads to reduction of the

accuracy of M-WIP temperature measurements by approximately factor of 2 [12].

In the case of M-WIP systems based on narrow-band interference IR filters, the

spectral characteristics of each M-WIP channel depend not only on the "area" of the prime

transmission bands of the filters, but also on the out-of-band rejection and the spectral

transmission of the optics throughout the optical path of the system. Therefore, the

effective M-WIP calibration algorithm should provide for the evaluation of the effective

spectral characteristics of M-WIP channels taking into account the spectral properties of all

optical components of the system.

6.3.1 Initial Calibration of M-WIP Spectral Characteristics

The initial calibration of experimental NJIT M-WIP system relied on a least-squares-based

calibration algorithm for the evaluation of the effective values of peak filter transmissions

(t0) and center wavelengths (X,o) based on the detection of radiation emitted by the pre-

calibrated blackbody source over a wide range of temperatures:

2s (TiBB 	 xo )1 	 er
w 0 9 w0 (6.15)

where: erfB is i-th temperature of the reference blackbody source (K), 6 r = AS 1 =

is rms signal noise (rms electrons per pixel).

For the purpose of M-WIP calibration we have used an M360 blackbody source

manufactured and calibrated by Micron Instrument Company, Inc., Wyckoff, New Jersey.

According to manufacturer specifications the model M360 blackbody operates in the

temperature range from 50°C to 1100°C with accuracy of ±0.2% of reading ±1°C. The

M360 has heated cavity of spherical shape with aperture of 25 mm in diameter defining
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solid angle of 20°. The M360 is controlled by digital self-tuning PM controller. The

blackbody was calibrated against NEST-traceable metal freeze point calibration sources

using zinc, aluminum and silver. The certificate of calibration is shown in Figure 6.9.

A seven-filter experimental M-WIP system was initially calibrated according to

Equation (6.15) against a reference blackbody source over a temperature range from 450°C

to 900°C. It should be noted, that the initial calibration did not include the compensation for

saturation non-linearity of the imager response. This calibration resulted in an effective

radiometric uniformity correction of all camera pixels used for the M-WIP measurements.

However, due to self-compensation for non-linear response of the imager by the calibration

algorithm, the initial calibration resulted in a shift of the effective center wavelengths of the

filters in the range of 28 to 358 nm as compared to manufacturer specifications (see column

II of Table 6.2). In order to study this effect, the M-WIP "calibration" was also performed

on the basis of the simulated signal with various values of "offset" and "saturation" non-

linearities. It was found, as illustrated in column III of Table 6.2, that "offset" non-linearity

of 2.5% of Qmax at zero optical integration time (i.e. tiEt=0) and "saturation" non-linearity

of 8% at 50% of Qmax results in similar shifts in effective center wavelengths of IR filters

as was obtained for the experimental data not compensated for imager non-linearity.

As shown in the column IV of Table 6.2 the correction for "saturation" nonlinearity

of the imager response resulted in the calibration of M-WIP filters with the center

wavelengths representing a much closer match to the manufacturer specifications.

Figure 6.8 illustrates a simulation study of the expected M-WIP temperature

resolution as a function of the "saturation" non-linearity for four different cases. Curves I.

and 2 show predicted temperature resolution for the case where the center wavelengths of

the filters were optimized by the M-WIP calibration cycle. In the case of curves 3 and 4, the

center wavelengths of M-WIP filters were obtained from the manufacturer specifications. It

should be noted, that in all cases the filter bandwidths were determined from manufacturer
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specifications. It has also been assumed in all cases that the M-WIP was calibrated against

the blackbody reference source and that the same blackbody source served as the target for

M-WIP measurements. Curves 1 and 3 illustrate simulated M-WIP measurements using

constant spectral emissivity model (e = a 0 ), which assumes that the target is a graybody

radiator. However, curves 2 and 4 correspond to a color target characterized by a linear

emissivity model ( c = a ct + a t • X). A comparison of curves 1 and 3 demonstrates that the

values of the filter wavelengths, determined by the least-squares-based M-WIP calibration

cycle, effectively compensate for the response non-linearity of the IR imager. It should also

be noted that the temperature resolution of AT=1.0°C predicted by the curve 1 in Figure 6.8

corresponds to the "saturation" nonlinearity of about 6% and is consistent with the

Signal non-linearity at 50% of ()max [%]

Figure 6.8 Estimated effect of response nonuniformity on M-WIP temperature resolution:

1 - gray body & filter calibration, 2 - color body & filter calibration,

3 - gray body & pre-measured filters, 4 - color body & pre-measured filters
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The magnitude of the saturation non-linearity was also confirmed experimentally by

the following procedure [35]. To eliminate the dark current charge from the detected signal,

the dark current generation was suppressed by reducing the operating temperature of the

imager to approximately 68K using vacuum pumping on the N2 dewar.

Table 6.2 Calibration of M-WIP filters

Measurements of room temperature background were then performed for various

integration times. The results of these measurements were fitted with a second-order

polynomial having a small quadratic component as shown in Figure 6.10. The estimated
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non-linear response shows a 6% error as compared with a linear prediction at 0.5 Q max.

This effect was shown to be independent of time and solely dependent on signal level.

Therefore, in the absence of the dark current, a simple correction can compensate for this

non-linear effect. Also shown in Figure 6.10 is a non-linear response at small signal levels.

This non-linearity is attributed to charge trapping effect that may also be associated with a

narrow trench that is built into the BCCD output register. This effect becomes negligible at

0.1xQmax •

Therefore, a linear fit from zero signal at zero integration time to a point on the curve

away from the small-signal nonlinearity is needed to precisely determine the exact

background signal for small background levels. This linear fit is shown in the inset of

Figure 6.10.

Time [ms]

Figure 6.10 The background signal of the 320X122 IR-CCD camera vs. optical

integration time
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6.3.2 Compensation for Secondary Transmission Bands of M-WIP Filters

Careful inspection of the spectral scans of the filters provided by the manufacturer (Optical

Filter Corporation, Natick, MA) revealed that some of the M-WIP filters have secondary

transmission bands with peak transmission of the order of 1% to 3% of the corresponding

peaks of primary transmission bands. Therefore, the thermal radiation flux transmitted

through the filters corresponds to a sum of radiation fluxes corresponding to primary and

secondary transmission bands. Furthermore, the ratio of the radiation transmitted through

the secondary transmission bands to that transmitted through the primary band depends not

only on the ratio of the respective transmission peaks, but also on the spectral properties of

the incident radiation and, therefore, the temperature of the radiant target. Consequently,

the results of the calibration procedure given by Equation (6.15) are somewhat dependent

on the range of blackbody temperatures utilized for calibration.

In order to better account for the effect of the secondary transmission bands on the

calibration results, the original calibration procedure given by Equation (6.15) has been

modified as follows:

}

2 —> To (Tj),X0(Ti) (6.16)Si — S (riBB,T o (ri ),X0 (Ti ))

where:

T	 -.BB	 - th temperature of the reference blackbody source (K),

0 	Irri
a i (Tj ) = a i • W	 ; i= 1,...,M; j 1,.,M

a? =	 = JS i — rms signal noise (rms electrons/pixel).

The calibration results obtained by the described above temperature-dependent

calibration algorithm are illustrated for 7 M-WIP filters in Figure 6.11. Figure 6.12

illustrates the deviations of the calibration results from the manufacturers specifications for

individual filters.
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Figure 6.11 Temperature-dependent calibration of M-WIP filters

In order to take advantage of the temperature-dependent results of the new calibration

procedure the least-squares based M-WIP temperature measurement algorithm given by

Equation (3.1) has been modified into following iterative procedure:

1. Initial estimate of the target temperature T° is assumed based on the available

information about the radiative target (during continuous real-time temperature

monitoring T° can be set equal to the last available measurement result);

2. Table of calibration values X 0(Tj), to (Ti), j=1,...,M is searched to determine the

value k such that

Tk-1 < 	 Tk
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The required values xiro), ;(T°) are than obtained by linear interpolation based

on X0(Tk.. 1 ), To(T i, i ) and Xo(Tk), to(Tk);

3. The first approximation of the target temperature, T 1 , is computed from Equation

(3.1) using X,0(11j) and 'co(T) as the calibration parameters;

4. Using T1 as the new initial estimate of the target temperature (i.e., setting r=1 4 ),

the steps 2 and 3 are repeated.

It should be noted that in the case of real-time continuous M-WIP monitoring of

targets with slowly varying temperature, a single pass through the above M-WEP

measurement algorithm may yield an acceptable result. Therefore, new temperature-

dependent calibration procedure will not necessarily lead to increase of computational

burden.

Filter 2[µm]

OFC Specification 2.18 gm at 77K

773 	 873 	 973 	 1073 	 1173
	

1273

Temperature [C]

Figure 6.12 Temperature-dependent calibration of M-WIP filters vs. manufacturers data
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6.4 Demonstrated Temperature Resolution of M-WIP

based on PtSi IR FPA

Using the M-WIP calibration with the correction for "saturation" non-linearity, given by

Equation (6.6), we have achieved an accuracy of ±1.0°C for on-line real-time M-WIP

temperature measurements of the center of the blackbody aperture in the range from 650°C

to 900°C, as illustrated in Figure 6.13.

BLACKBODY TEMPERATURE PC1

Figure 6.13 Real-time M-WIP measurements of blackbody temperature after

implementation of on-line correction for "saturation" nonlinearity

Upon upgrading the M-WIP software to include non-linearity independent algorithm

described in Section 4.3 we were able to expand the temperature range of M-WIP

measurements. Using fixed operational signal levels we demonstrated an accuracy of

±1.0°C for real-time temperature measurements of the blackbody target in the range from

500°C to 1000°C, as illustrated in Figure 6.14.

In order to study the accuracy of M-WIP temperature measurements for targets with

spectrally varying emissivity, a double side polished silicon wafer was placed in the optical
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path of M-WIP system. The blackbody source was then imaged onto M-WIP filter

assembly through the silicon wafer acting as a broadband filter with spectrally varying

transmission. In this set-up, the spectral characteristics of the radiation incident on the M-

WIP imager are given by the product of the blackbody radiation (given by the Planck's

equation) and the spectral transmission of the double-polished silicon wafer. Therefore, for

this test the radiation incident on the M-WIP imager corresponds to that of radiant target

with temperature equal to the temperature of the blackbody source and the spectral

emissivity equal to the transmittance of the double side polished silicon wafer.

0
CC°C 	 0C
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LLI

CC

Q 0.0
CC

2uu

a. -1 " 0

500 	 600 	 700 	 800 	 900 	 1000
TARGET TEMPERATURE [°C]

Figure 6.14 Real-time M-WIP measurements of blackbody temperature after

implementation of non-linearity independent M-WIP algorithm
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Initially, to obtain accurate temperature estimation for the case of double side polished

silicon wafer placed in the optical path of the M-WIP system we had to resort to off-line

measurements based on the pre-recorded data. The detected radiometric signals were

recorded for a wide range of optical integration times and target temperatures, to allow for

accurate compensation for non-linearity of imager response according to the algorithm

described in Section 4.2. Using this approach we have demonstrated the accuracy of ±4°C

for off-line temperature measurements of the location corresponding to the center of silicon

wafer in the temperature range from 500°C to 950°C, as illustrated in Figure 6.15. The

corresponding M-WIP estimate of the spectral transmissivity of the double side polished

silicon wafer is:

= 0.4893+ 0.017 • X, 	 (6.17)

Figure 6.15 M-WIP measurements of target temperature with effective emissivity equal

to the transmissivity of double-polished silicon wafer
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Poor accuracy of real-time M-WIP temperature measurements of blackbody target

viewed through the silicon wafer led to the development of non-linearity independent M-

WTI' algorithm described in Section 4.3. Based on this algorithm we have demonstrated the

accuracy of ±3°C for real-time M-WIP temperature measurements of the blackbody target

viewed through the double side polished silicon wafer in the temperature range from 500°C

to 900°C, as shown in Figure 6.16.

The quality of the least-squares fit of the theoretical M-WIP signal model to the

experimentally detected signal corresponding to blackbody target at various temperatures is
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illustrated in Figure 6.17. It should be noted that the presented results were normalized to

the transmission characteristics of the filter No. 1.

As described in Chapter 3, in order to arrive at the estimates of the target temperature

and emissivity m-vvrp software employs combination of Levenberg-Marquardt and

simulated annealing methods to find the minimum of the x2 surface given by Equation

(3.1). As illustrated in Figure 6.18 and Figure 6.19 the algorithm reaches the close

proximity of the x2 surface minima (corresponding to M-WIP estimates of target

temperature and emissivity) after only a few iterations using as initial "guess" the value

exceeding the true target temperature by 100°C.

Wavelength [gm]

Figure 6.17 Measured and M-W1P modeled signal levels for blackbody target in the

temperature range from 450°C to 750 °C



Figure 6.19 x2 - minimization by M-WIP algorithm in the proximity of the solution for

the same target as in Figure 6.18



CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSIONS

The research effort described in this dissertation demonstrated that least-squares based

multi-wavelength pyrometric systems are capable of highly accurate non-contact

temperature estimation for targets with unknown wavelength dependent surface emissivity.

Presented in this dissertation are the development of an experimental Multi-Wavelength

Imaging Pyrometer (M-WIP) and associated algorithms for real-time M-WIP temperature

sensing, system calibration and non-linearity independent operation that advanced state-of-

the-art and extended the practicality of multi-wavelength pyrometry.

The objectives of this research, outlined in Introduction, were met as follows:

• The radiometric model of multi-wavelength pyrometric systems for emissivity-

independent non-contact temperature sensing was developed. Based on this model the

algorithm for theoretical performance prediction of Multi-Wavelength Imaging

Pyrometers (M-WIPs) has been introduced. Using this model the performance of a

number of M-WIPs was investigated, including M-WIP systems based on IR FPAs with

PtSi Schottky-barrier detectors, InGaAs line arrays, and microbolometer Uncooled Focal

Plane Arrays (UFPAs). These performance predictions were based on the detailed

analysis of noise sources affecting the signal output of the above sensors.

• A prototype Multi-Wavelength Imaging Pyrometer (M-WIP) was developed for remote

sensing of temperature profiles of gray and color targets with unknown emissivities. An

experimental 7-filter line-sensing M-WIP is developed based on a 320x122-element non-

interlaced PtSi IR-CCD radiometric camera capable of operation with optical integration

times ranging from 0.12ms to 12 s, thus providing wide dynamic range. The camera is

equipped with an assembly of 7 striped interference filters in the spectral range from

1790 nm through 4536 nm. Video image processing for prototype M-WIP systems based

on the DATACUBE MaxVideo system hosted by a SUN workstation.

122
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• A number of M-WIP designs suitable for area, line, and point temperature sensing have

been proposed.

• Real time M-WIP algorithm has been developed and implemented, providing for fast

multi-point estimation of target temperature and emissivity. The algorithm employs the

combination of Levenberg-Marquardt and simulated annealing minimization methods

allowing for determination of the global minima of M-WIP least-squares minimization

problem.

• Extensive experimental work was performed to study the inherent non-linearities in the

response of PtSi IR-CCD imagers and InGaAs line sensor arrays. These experiments

demonstrated that both dark current and spectral response of the above IR sensors

depend on the bias voltage across photodetectors. The above sensors are usually operated

in reverse bias mode, with detector bias voltage being allowed to float towards zero

during the optical integration time. As a result, the dark current leakage is decreasing with

increase of accumulated signal level. Furthermore, due to change in depletion layer

thickness its capacitance depends on the detector bias voltage, leading to decrease in

detector responsivity with increase of accumulated signal.

• The algorithm allowing to estimate the dark current charge as function of accumulated

signal level and duration of optical integration time was developed and incorporated into

real-time M-WIP software. This algorithm relies on off-line characterization of the time

derivative of the dark current charge as function of the accumulated signal. During real-

time M-WIP temperature measurements this dark current time derivative is integrated

over current duration of optical integration time, taking into account the intensity of the

incident radiative flux.

• In order to circumvent the problem of responsivity variation with magnitude of the

detected signal, the algorithm providing for fixed level operation of the M-WIP sensor

was developed and implemented. This algorithm exploits the ability of the imager to
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change in-line the duration of optical integration time. Utilizing this capability, the

algorithm determines the values of optical integration time yielding fixed pre-selected

signal levels for all M-WIP spectral channels, regardless of target temperature. The

resulting values of optical integration time, rather then detected signals themselves, are

then used for M-WIP temperature estimation, providing for virtually non-linearity

independent system operation.

• The experimental M-WIP system also includes least-squares based calibration software,

allowing to determine effective spectral characteristics of all M-WIP channels based on a

wide range of blackbody temperature measurements. In the case of poor out-of-band

filter blocking, the calibration algorithm also compensates for the secondary transmission

peaks of M-WIP filters.

• After calibration against a commercial MST-traceable blackbody reference source, the

temperature resolution of ±1°C was demonstrated with the experimental M-WIP system

for real-time temperature measurement of the blackbody source in the temperature range

from 500°C to 1000°C.

• The study of the accuracy of M-WIP temperature measurements for targets with

spectrally varying emissivity was conducted using double-polished silicon wafer placed

in the optical path of M-WIP system. Temperature resolution of ±3°C was demonstrated

with the experimental M-WIP system for blackbody source viewed through the double

polished silicon wafer with unknown spectral transmissivity in the temperature range

from 500°C to 900°C.
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